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The counsel and staff of the Assembly Judiciary Committee have prepared this 
summary of the bills that were considered by the Committee in 2001 for your 
information. As in past years, the Committee was responsible for one of the largest and 
most complex bill loads in the Legislature, and the first year of the 2001-2002 session 
was productive on several policy fronts. Following is a brief summary containing some 
of the key areas where important progress was made. More specific descriptions ofthe 
bills can be found in this annual report. 
Personal Privacy. The Committee addressed the ever-increasing threats to the privacy 
rights of Californians, considering several bills to increase consumers' ability to protect 
their private financial iriformation. In addition, the Committee passed legislation to 
protect consumers from the crime of identity theft, providing new safeguards and 
improved procedures for repairing the damage caused by this crime. 
Civil Rights and Discrimination. The Committee continued its efforts to protect the civil 
rights of Californians and to eliminate illegal discrimination. The Committee passed 
legislation coriferring important new rights on domestic partners. It affirmed the state's 
commitment to continued eriforcement of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and 
passed legislation to ensure that the state itself can be held to the standards of the ADA. 
The Committee took steps to protect consumers from discriminatory pricing in certain 
industries and also affirmed California's commitment to upholding the reproductive 
rights of women. 
Civil Commitment of the Mentally Ill. Balancing the right of all Californians to make 
their own choices regarding medical treatment against the need to ensure that those who 
are severely mentally ill receive necessary treatment is one of the most difficult and 
controversial issues to come before the Committee. This year, the Committee considered 
changes to make it easier to prevent mentally ill persons from suffering a deterioration in 
their mental health, while keeping in place essential safeguards to protect the freedom of 
all Californians. 
Secret Settlements. This year, the Committee took on the issue of secrecy agreements in 
litigation that threaten public safety by keeping critical information on product defects or 
other threats out of the hands of the public. Ensuring that critical information reaches 
the public in order to prevent further harm, without unduly impinging on companies' 
right to keep competitively sensitive iriformation confidential, was one of the most 
difficult challenges the Committee addressed. 
Printed on Recycled Paper 
Construction Defects. The Committee took up measures to provide redress for 
homeowners harmed by construction defects, toxic mold, or the acts of unlicensed 
contractors. It also considered how best to allow renters who face eviction adequate 
time to find a new place to live. 
Family Law and Domestic Violence. This year the Committee considered a measure to 
protect divorcing spouses from losing spousal support under the provisions of an unfair 
premarital agreement, and a measure to protect victims of domestic violence from having 
to pay spousal support to their abusers. The Committee passed a measure giving more 
complete information to courts considering whether to issue domestic violence protective 
orders. The Committee also was able to aid in the creation of happy families by passing 
a bill to make adoptions final more quickly. 
Attorneys. The Committee took up measures to require that the State Bar create a 
diversion program for the treatment of attorneys impaired due to mental illness or 
alcohol or drug abuse. The committee also sought to hold attorneys who contract with 
the State to the ethical standards of the profession by asking that such attorneys 
participate in providing pro bono legal services for those who cannot afford legal help. 
The following annual report also contains helpful statistical data regarding the 
disposition of the bills assigned to the Committee in 2001. I believe the report reflects a 
consistently high quality of work product thanks to the talented Committee counsel and 
staff, and hope you'll find this information useful. 
Sincerely, 
Darrell Steinberg 
Chair 
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2001 INDEX OF BILLS 
BY SUBJECT MATTER 
ATTORNEYS AND RELATED MATTERS 
Attorneys and Related Services 
AB 146 
AB363 
AB 752 
AB 779 
AB 913 
AB 1083 
SB479 
SB 1194 
(Wayne) State Attorneys and Administrative Law Judges. 
(Steinberg) Whistleblower protections. 
(Briggs) Legal advertising: construction defect attorneys. 
(Romero) Attorneys. 
(Steinberg) Pro bono. 
(Bates) Paralegals. 
(Burton) Chemical dependency assistance program. 
(Romero) Attorneys: unauthorized practice of law. 
Attorney's Fees 
AB456 
AB 1504 
SB 691 
State Bar 
AB 982 
SB 352 
SB 817 
(John Campbell) Class actions: restrictions on attorney's fees. 
(Robert Pacheco) Attorney's fees: early demand. 
(McPherson) Attorney's fees: mobilehome parks. 
(Firebaugh) State Bar: accreditation; first year law students' exam. 
(Kuehl) State Bar dues authorization. 
(Johnson) State Bar. 
CIVIL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 
Arbitration and Mediation 
AB 1067 
AB 1699 
SB475 
(Jackson) Arbitrator's awards. 
(Judiciary) Voluntary alternative dispute resolution. 
(Escutia) Arbitrator and referees. 
Civil Procedure 
AB 36 
AB222 
(Steinberg) Secret settlements. 
(Wiggins) False Claims Act: notice to Attorney General of appeals in 
"qui tam" actions. 
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AB268 
AB 732 
AB 754 
AB 881 
AB 1181 
AB 1702 
AB 1703 
SB 11 
SB 158 
SB 238 
SB476 
SB482 
SB 562 
SB 708 
SB 1218 
Discovery 
(Wayne) Structured settlements: clean-up. 
(Wayne) Civil procedure: settlement offers. 
(Mountjoy) False claims actions. 
(Simitian) Regulatory receipt of safety information. 
(Calderon) Insurance: unfair practices. 
(Judiciary) Civil procedure. 
(Judiciary) Civil procedure. 
(Escutia )-Secret settlements. 
(Haynes) Attorney's fees: settlement offers. 
(Kuehl) Bonds and undertakings: public interest litigation. 
(Escutia) Summary judgment. 
(Sher) Forest practices: penalties. 
(Morrow) Limited and unlimited civil actions. 
(Speier) Insurance. 
(Romero) Class actions: unpaid residuals. 
AB 1260 (Wayne) Discovery: misuses ofthe process. 
Evidence 
AB 223 
AB957 
SB 716 
(Frommer) Depositions: forms: discovery. 
(Papan) Admission ofliability. 
(Machado) Psychotherapist privilege. 
CONTRACTS, BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL MATTERS 
Business 
AB 700 
AB 1704 
Contracts 
AB256 
AB491 
AB 543 
AB 568 
AB 623 
AB678 
AB794 
AB 1534 
SB 281 
SB 938 
(Simitian) Electronic signatures. 
(Judiciary) Federal bankruptcy: applicable exemptions. 
(Wayne) Consumer contracts. 
(Frommer) Rental vehicles: collision damage waivers; contracts. 
(Vargas) Mechanic's liens. 
(Dutra) Mechanic's liens. 
(Runner) Consumer warranties: return of nonconforming goods. 
(Papan) Unlicensed contractors. 
(Shelley) Licensed contractors. 
(Longville) Works of improvement: financial security. 
(O'Connell) Vehicle lease contracts. 
(Margett) Mechanic's liens. 
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Corporations 
SB 399 (Ackerman) Corporations. 
COURTS AND RELATED MATTERS 
Courts 
AB 785 
AB 1006 
AB 1571 
AB 1698 
AB 1700 
SB 128 
SB 1112 
(Bates and Harman) Commercial courts. 
(Jackson) Juvenile justice facilities: County of Ventura. 
(Shelley) Court employees. 
(Judiciary) Subordinate judicial officers. 
(Steinberg) Courts. 
(Burton) Trial court employees. 
(Polanco) Cesar Chavez court holiday. 
Court Reporting and Recording 
SB 805 
SB 852 
Judges 
AB 329 
ACA 1 
AB 1161 
AB 1660 
SB 303 
(McPherson) Deposition officers. 
(Figueroa) Court reporting schools. 
(Jackson) Judges: court proceedings. 
(Nation) Judicial elections. 
(Papan) Grand jurors: compensation. 
(Negrete McLeod) Jury service: pollworkers. 
(Torlakson) Jury duty: San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District 
Police. 
Small Claims Court 
SB 110 (Ackerman) Small claims court. 
Trial Court Coordination and Funding 
AB 1549 (Wiggins) Court facilities. 
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FAMILY LAW, CHILDREN AND RELATED MATTERS 
Adoption 
AB 538 
AB 550 
AB 591 
AB746 
AB 1349 
SB 104 
Children 
AB 705 
AB 1129 
SB 940 
(Cardoza) Adoption. 
(Zettel) Adoption. 
(Vargas) Adoption: Indian children. 
(La Suer)~ Adoption; 
(Pescetti) Open adoption records: adult adoptees. 
(Scott) Adoption. 
(Steinberg) Juvenile dependency: permanent placement of children. 
(Liu) Juvenile court restraining orders. 
(Senate Judiciary) Juvenile justice. 
Child Custody and Visitation 
AB 853 
SB 1151 
(Liu) Dependent children: visitation. 
(Margett) Child custody orders. 
Child, Family and Spousal Support 
AB234 
AB 891 
AB 1426 
AB 1449 
AB 1607 
AJR 18 
SB 943 
SB 1221 
(Romero) Domestic violence: spousal support. 
(Goldberg) Disabled non-custodial parents. 
(Wright) Employer lack of compliance with assignment orders. 
(Keeley) Child support arrearages. 
(Bates) Independent registry. 
(Aroner) Child support automation system. 
(Senate Judiciary) Enforcement Act technical clean-up. 
(Romero) Domestic violence: spousal support. 
Domestic Partnership 
AB25 (Migden) Domestic partnership. 
Domestic Violence 
AB 160 
AB 362 
AB 731 
SB66 
SB425 
(Bates) Order precedence. 
(Corbett) DVPA definition. 
(Wayne) Interstate enforcement ofDVPO's. 
(Kuehl) Domestic violence. 
(Torlakson) Domestic violence: Contra Costa program. 
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Family Law 
AB 511 
AB 539 
AB 583 
AB 799 
AB 1323 
AB 1338 
AB 1697 
SB 78 
(Matthews) Sale of the family horne. 
(Maddox) Marital: liability; spousal debts. 
(Jackson) Disclosure requirements. 
(Shelley) Paternity establishment. 
(Negrete McLeod) Marriage licenses. 
~ (Koretz) Civil unions. 
(Judiciary) Family and juvenile law. 
(Kuehl) Enforcement of pre-marital agreements. 
HEALTH CARE 
AB 1600 
SB 1041 
SB 1188 
(Keeley) Health care plans: equitable relief. 
(Speier) Hospitals: surrogate decisionrnakers. 
(Senate Health and Human Services) Medical Experimentation Act. 
LIABILITY AND RELATED MATTERS 
Damages Provisions 
AB 840 (Robert Pacheco) Statutory caps on punitive damages. 
Immunity and Scope of Liability 
AB92 
AB 415 
AB 946 
AB 1040 
AB 1217 
AB 1717 
ABX2 51 
SB 278 
SB448 
SB 682 
SB 1196 
(Chavez) Liability: flood control and water conservation facilities. 
(Runner) Liability: emergency services. 
(Kelley) Water rights. 
(Dutra) Liability: disabled persons. 
(Briggs) Immunity: gambling establishments. 
(Zettel) School reports: defamation liability. 
(Reyes) Electrical generation: liability. 
(Alarcon) Commercial hours of driving. 
(Perata) Liability: firefighter's rule. 
(Perata) Liability: gun manufacturers. 
(Romero) Sovereign immunity. 
CIVIL, CONSTITUTIONAL, AND PERSONAL RIGHTS 
Civil Rights 
AB 587 
AB677 
AB 800 
AB 1088 
AB 1309 
(Firebaugh) Civil rights: penalties for violations. 
(Steinberg) Equal access to state programs and activities. 
(Wesson) Workplace language rules. 
(Jackson) Consumer gender discrimination. 
(Goldberg) Employment reports: public contractors. 
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AB 1701 
AJR 1 
SB 381 
SB 382 
SB 504 
SB 1045 
(Judiciary) Civil law. 
(Havice) Disability discrimination. 
(Chesbro) Human relations commissions. 
(Haynes) Housing discrimination. 
(Scott) Employment discrimination: religious entities. 
(Polanco) Public employment and contracting outreach. 
Constitutional Rights ~ -
AB 1592 (Wyman) Discrimination: Boy Scouts of America. 
SB 780 (Ortiz) Exercise of reproductive and religious freedoms. 
SJR 3 (Karnette) Reproductive rights. 
Privacy Rights 
AB21 
AB 172 
AB203 
AB 655 
AB 784 
AB 1289 
SB 168 
SB 169 
SB 683 
SB 773 
SB 979 
(Leslie) Privacy: financial institutions. 
(Reyes) Information practices: State Board of Equalization. 
(Jackson) Privacy: financial transactions and personal information. 
(Wright) Personal identifying information: identity theft. 
(Hertzberg) Personal information: destruction of customer records. 
(Florez) Privacy: personal information. 
(Bowen) Personal information: identity theft; social security numbers. 
(Bowen) Personal information: restrictions on facial recognition 
technology. 
(Ortiz) Confidentiality of medical information. 
(Speier) Privacy: financial institutions; confidential consumer 
information. 
(Machado) Confidentiality of medical information. 
Personal Rights 
AB 1015 
AB 1278 
AB 1424 
SB 413 
(Wright) Employment discrimination and retaliation. 
(Wayne) Health care decisions. 
(Thomson) Mental health: involuntary treatment. 
(Speier) Whistleblowing: state employees. 
PROBATE AND RELATED MATTERS 
Civil Commitment, Conservatorship and Guardianship 
44 
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45 
45 
45 
45 
45 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 
47 
47 
47 
48 
48 
49 
49 
49 
50 
50 
50 
AB479 
AB 1286 
AB 1421 
AB 1517 
SB 140 
(Shelley) Guardians, conservators and trustees: charitable corporations. 52 
(Rod Pacheco) Conservatorships: bonds. 52 
(Thomson) Involuntary commitment. 52 
(Canciamilla) Public guardian. 52 
(Bowen) Guardians and conservators. 53 
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Elder Abuse 
AB255 
Probate 
AB232 
AB322 
AB 873 
SB 668 
SB 669 
(Zettel) Elder abuse. 
(John Campbell)- Compensation of personal representatives. 
(Bill Campbell) Cemeteries: disposition of family plots. 
(Harman) Non-probate transfers: dissolution of marriage. 
(Poochigian) Estates and trusts: allocation of debts. 
(Poochigian) Probate: property claims. 
PROPERTY AND RELATED MATTERS 
Personal Property 
AB72 
AB 1506 
SB 673 
(Bates) Esc heated funds. 
(Negrete McLeod) Recovery of unclaimed property. 
(Speier) Unclaimed property. 
Real Property 
AB237 
AB247 
AB267 
AB 369 
AB478 
AB600 
AB 739 
AB 1090 
AB 1463 
AB 1486 
AB 1648 
ABX1 47 
ABX 129 
ABX2 13 
ABX2 35 
SB 32 
SB 160 
SB 189 
SB 732 
SB 958 
SB 1122 
(Papan) Eminent domain: proceedings. 
(Maddox) Eminent domain: houses of worship. 
(Steinberg) Construction defect litigation. 
(Dutra) Affordable housing development projects: attorney's fees. 
(Canciamilla) Recordable instruments: Contra Costa county. 
(Dutra) Home construction warranties. 
(Frommer) Construction defect litigation. 
(Hertzberg) Real property: reconveyances. 
(Longville) Eminent domain proceedings: litigation expenses. 
(Dutra) Immunity from liability for third party inspectors. 
(Salinas) Mobilehomes and manufactured housing. 
(Wiggins) Public utilities. 
(Hollingsworth) Eminent domain: public utilities. 
(Hollingsworth) Eminent domain: public utilities. 
(Vargas) Eminent domain. 
(Escutia) Contaminated property: cleanup. 
(Torlakson) Construction defect litigation. 
(Bowen) Real estate disclosures: controlled substance release. 
(Ortiz) Disclosure: toxic mold. 
(Ackerman) Mortgages: deeds oftrust. 
(Poochigian) Disclosure of real estate assessments. 
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Rental Property 
AB 178 
AB472 
AB 533 
AB 815 
AB 1112 
SB 985 
(Cox) Landlord-tenant: disclosure of dangerous mold. 61 
(Cedillo) Substandard conditions of rental property: relocation benefits 61 
to displaced tenants. 
(Cedillo) Landlord-tenant: payments. 61 
(Havice) Controlled substances. 61 
(Goldberg)- Substandard property: -owner registry: ·.Los Angeles 61 
County. 
(Kuehl) Landlord-tenant: expanded notice requirements; Costa 62 
Hawkins Housing Act. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
AB40 
AB260 
AB679 
AB 1387 
AB 1482 
AJR8 
SB 99 
SB 338 
SB 465 
SB 662 
SCR 13 
SJR 1 
(Vargas) Amusement machines: access restrictions. 64 
(Frommer) Anti-trust law: Attorney General authority. 64 
(Strom-Martin) Sonoma County Flood Control and Water Conservation 64 
District. 
(Cogdill) Public utilities: natural gas. 64 
(Richman) Solid waste diversion. 64 
(Briggs) Choinumni Tribe: federal recognition. 65 
(Morrow) Attorney General opinions. 65 
(Vincent) Notice: use of animals for biological supply. 65 
(McPherson) Transportation. 65 
(Senate Judiciary) Maintenance of the codes. 65 
(Morrow) California Law Revision Commission study topics. 65 
(Murray) Slavery. 65 
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ATTORNEYS AND 
RELATED MATTERS 
9 

ATTORNEYS AND RELATED MATTERS 
Attorneys and Related Services 
AB 146 (Wayne) State Attorneys and administrative law judges. This bill provides 
that attorneys employed by the state in nonelective positions and administrative law 
judges (ALJs) may serve on a local appointed or elected governmental board, 
commission, committee; m-other body; or as a local elected«Gfficial, if such service would 
otherwise not present a conflict of interest. This provision brings the rules for attorneys 
employed by the state into conformity with longstanding rules for attorneys employed by 
local entities. Status: Chapter 411, 2001. 
AB 363 (Steinberg) Whistleblower protections. This bill urges the quick resolution of 
a vexing issue facing public sector attorneys throughout California: when they may strive 
to protect the public interest even at the risk of disclosing client confidences. This issue 
was highlighted in 2000 in the case of Department of Insurance attorney Cindy Ossias. 
The bill notes the Legislature's desire that the State Bar quickly determine the appropriate 
circumstances under which a public agency attorney may appropriately and safely 
disclose client confidences. It further states the Legislature's intent that the Supreme 
Court of California adopt a new rule of professional conduct to bring needed clarity to 
this problem. The bill specifies that the new professional rule should provide guidance to 
public agency attorneys as to when they may make disclosures of client confidences to 
serve their concomitant duty to protect the public interest. Status: SenJUD. 
AB 752 (Briggs) Legal advertising: construction defect attorneys. Imposes special 
restrictions on advertisements by attorneys who practice construction defect law, 
including that any print, radio or television advertisements promoting the services of such 
attorneys detail all expenses and fees that will be assessed, that such advertisement 
address any legal obligations a homeowner has to disclose a construction defect known to 
the seller when putting the home up for sale, and the potential financial impact if the 
defect is not fixed. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 779 (Romero) Attorneys. Existing law prohibits a person from practicing law in 
California without being an active member of the State Bar, and makes it a crime for a 
person to hold himself or herself out as a practicing lawyer without an active membership 
in the State Bar. This bill permits a person who obtained services provided in violation of 
these prohibitions, or who purchased goods, services or real or personal property in 
connection with services provided in violation of these prohibitions, to bring an action for 
legal relief. The individual may recover damages in the amount that he or she suffered 
loss, equitable relief, attorney's fees, and exemplary damages from the individual 
practicing law without an active Bar membership or the individual who sold the goods, 
services, or property. Similar provisions of this bill were pursued and chaptered in SB 
1194. Status: Dead; AsmJUD. 
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AB 913 (Steinberg) Pro bono. This bill provides that law firms which enter into 
substantial contracts with the state for legal services agree to make a good faith effort to 
provide a specified minimum number of hours of pro bono legal services during the 
duration of the contract. The measure also provides that failure to make a good faith 
effort may be cause for non-renewal of the contract and may be taken into account in the 
awarding of future contracts and provides a number of factors to be considered when 
determining whether a good faith effort has been made. Status: Chapter 880, 2001. 
AB 1083 (Bates) Paralegals. This bill clarifies the statutory scheme which defines and 
regulates the class of persons who may call themselves paralegals and perform paralegal 
services. The bill narrows the definition of "paralegal" by adding the qualifying phrase 
"who holds himself or herself out to be a paralegal [and] who is qualified by education, 
training, or work experience" to the definition. The measure also clarifies that the 
definition and regulation of paralegals is not intended to prohibit a paralegal who is 
employed by an attorney, law firm, government agency or other entity from providing 
services to a consumer served by that entity if those services are specifically allowed by 
statute, case law, court rule, or administrative rule or regulation. Status: Chapter 311, 
2001. 
SB 479 (Burton) Chemical dependency assistance program. This bill requires the 
State Bar to set up an assistance program to provide services for the treatment and 
recovery of attorneys who may be impaired due to mental illness or drug or alcohol abuse. 
The program will be funded by the Bar members themselves as part of annual dues. A 
participating attorney will be responsible for paying all expenses related to treatment and 
recovery, as well as any reasonable administrative fee charged by the Bar to offset 
program costs. However, financial assistance will be available to those attorneys who 
lack the ability to pay to participate in this innovative program. Upon successful 
completion of the program, including compliance with all probation conditions, an 
attorney will be eligible for reinstatement to active status, or to a lifting of any practice 
restrictions, and a dismissal of the underlying allegations or a reduction in the 
recommended discipline. However, participation in the program will not relieve the 
attorney of any duties or obligations required by the State Bar Court or another court. 
Status: Chapter 129, 2001. 
SB 1194 (Romero) Attorneys: unauthorized practice oflaw. This bill strengthens the 
remedies available in an enforcement action by a prosecuting attorney regarding the 
unauthorized practice of law. In such a case, it requires the court to consider the 
following relief: actual damages; restitution of all amounts paid; the amount of penalties 
and tax liabilities incurred in connection with the sale or transfer of assets to pay for any 
goods, services, or property; reasonable attorney's fees and costs expended to rectify 
errors; prejudgment interest at the legal rate from the date of loss to the date of judgment; 
and appropriate equitable relief, including the rescission of sales made in connection with 
a violation of law. The bill provides that the newly authorized remedies shall not be 
construed to affect other claims, rights or remedies that may be held by a person or entity 
other than the Attorney General, district attorney or city attorney. In addition, it makes it 
11 
unlawful for a person to disseminate any statement holding him or herself out as an 
immigration consultant unless the person has on file with the Secretary of State the 
required bond for the entire period covered by any such statement. Status: Chapter 304, 
2001. 
Attorney's Fees 
AB 456 (John Campbell) Class actions: restriction on attorney's fees. This bill 
limits awards of attorney's "fees 1n specified class actions. The measure provides that, in 
all class actions brought against the state, any of its subdivisions, or any non-profit 
organizations, the amount of attorney's fees awarded to the prevailing plaintiff attorneys 
shall be limited, as follows: (1) the attorney's fees may not exceed $1,000 per hour or 
15% of the judgment, arbitration award or settlement amount, whichever is less; (2) in 
deciding the appropriate amount, the judge, arbitrator, or agreeing parties shall examine 
the attorney's billable hours to determine whether they are reasonable and necessary and 
shall review any prior settlement offers that may have been declined; and (3) if the judge 
or arbitrator determines that the billable hours are not reasonable or necessary or if a 
reasonable settlement offer was declined, the attorney's fee is limited to a maximum of 
$500 per hour or 7.5% of the judgment, whichever is less. Status: Failed, AsmJUD. 
AB 1504 (Robert Pacheco) Attorney's fees: early demand. This bill requires all 
contingency fee agreements for legal services to include, in writing, the actual hourly rate 
the contracting attorney charges for his or her services. The bill would also require, in a 
dispute involving damages resulting from a motor vehicle accident, the attorney 
representing the plaintiff to make a written demand prior to filing suit. Under the bill, the 
demand must remain open, and the defendant's offer in response to the demand remains 
in effect, for specified periods of time. The bill would provide a method by which to 
determine attorney's fees in actions arising from a motor vehicle accident and would 
further provide for the tolling of the statute of limitations in those cases during the 
demand and response period. Status: AsmJUD. 
SB 691 (McPherson) Attorney's fees: litigation regarding regulation of mobilehome 
parks. This bill requires the court to award attorney's fees to a prevailing local 
governmental entity that successfully defends a measure regulating space rent in 
mobilehome parks or otherwise intended to benefit park residents against a challenge by a 
mobilehome park owner in two situations: 1) in an inverse condemnation claim, ifthe 
court finds that the park owner had no reasonable grounds to bring the litigation; and 2) in 
an action appealing an administrative decision, up to $7500, where the court finds that the 
park owner acted arbitrarily and capriciously in bringing the appeal. Status: Failed; 
AsmFloor, reconsideration. 
State Bar 
AB 982 (Firebaugh) State Bar: accreditation; first year law students' exam. When 
heard by the Committee, this bill set forth various statements of legislative intent 
regarding accreditation of law schools in connection with the Baby Bar examination and 
Internet-based legal research and instruction services. The bill was later amended to 
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require the Committee of Bar Examiners (CBE) to make reports to the Legislature 
concerning the following: ( 1) CBE's efforts to develop standards for the accreditation of 
law schools that offer their entire educational program via the Internet; (2) CBE's efforts 
to review the Library Content requirement for accreditation to reflect advances in 
technology and in legal research techniques; and (3) the effectiveness and scope of the 
Baby Bar, including whether there are classes of students who have demonstrated 
sufficient educational achievement or sophistication to warrant exemption from the exam. 
Status: SenJUD. 
SB 352 (Kuehl) State Bar dues authorization. This bill authorizes the State Bar of 
California (State Bar) to collect up to $390 as annual State Bar membership dues for the 
years 2002 and 2003 and reduces from $40 to $35 the amount the State Bar is authorized 
to assess for funding of the Client Security Fund. The bill also repeals obsolete 
provisions of the State Bar Act and deletes existing law providing that an attorney has a 
duty to abstain from having an offensive personality. Status: Chapter 24, 2001. 
SB 817 (Johnson) State Bar. This bill revises the law school education requirements to 
require that the candidate had conferred upon him or her a Juris Doctor (J.D.) or Bachelor 
of Laws (LL.B.) degree in law from an accredited law school. The bill also shortens by 
15 days the last day to file a late application to take the bar exam and permits an out-of-
state attorney to take the Attorney's Examination instead of the general bar examination 
when he or she has been licensed for four years in another United States jurisdiction, 
counting from the first day of the examination (instead of from the date of the 
application). Status: Chapter 46, 2001. 
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CIVIL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE 
Arbitration and Mediation 
AB 1067 (Jackson) Arbitrator's awards. Requires courts to vacate an arbitrator's 
award and hold a de novo hearing upon petition by a consumer if the award is the result 
of legal or factual error by the arbitrator that has resulted in an injustice to the party; and 
the arbitration was mandated by-a pre-dispute binding arbitration provision in a 
standardized contract by the non-consumer party. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 1699 (Judiciary) Voluntary alternative dispute resolution. This bill states the 
intent of the Legislature to assist parties in understanding their voluntary alternative 
dispute resolution options and to promote the use of voluntary ADR. Status: AsmRules. 
SB 475 (Escutia) Arbitrators and referees. This bill requires the Judicial Council to 
establish minimum ethical standards for private arbitrators and creates a vacatur remedy 
for an arbitrator's failure to comply with existing disclosure requirements. In addition, 
this bill harmonizes the processes for appointment by courts of outside referees in 
discovery disputes, and provides for expansion of an existing Judicial Council study to 
look at the use of consensual references. Status: Chapter 362, 2001. 
Civil Procedure 
AB 36 (Steinberg) Secret settlements. This bill continues a longtime goal of many 
consumer protection groups and the California Attorney General to add the state to a 
growing list of states that have already adopted a similar "sunshine" law or court rule. 
The bill restricts, but does not ban, the use of secrecy agreements in those cases where the 
public is most at risk of repeat harm: cases involving defective products or 
environmental hazards. The bill tracks a court rule already adopted by the California 
Supreme Court and many other courts for all documents formally filed in court. Status: 
SenJUD. 
AB 222 (Wiggins) False Claims Act: notice to Attorney General of appeals in "qui 
tam" actions. This bill requires appellants in "qui tam" actions to notify the Attorney 
General (AG) in appeals involving the False Claims Act. "Qui Tam" actions are actions 
brought by third parties on behalf of the state or a local government agency. Notice to the 
AG is required under existing law when there is an appeal of a "qui tam" action involving 
the Unfair Competition Act. This bill requires such notice in an appeal of an action under 
the False Claims Act, which creates liability for the presentation to government agencies 
of false claims for payment. The bill requires any person filing an appeal of an action 
alleging a violation of the state False Claims Act, or where the application or 
interpretation of the Act is at issue, to serve a copy of each paper, including briefs, on the 
AG within three days of filing. The required notice will allow the AG to be informed of 
pending appeals at the outset, and will give the AG the opportunity to participate as 
Amicus where appropriate. Status: Chapter 69,2001. 
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AB 268 (Wayne) Structured settlements: clean-up. This bill, sponsored by the 
Attorney General, adds new protections in the state's structured settlement law to protect 
consumers from potential abuses by companies that purchase structured settlement 
payments. The bill requires that the settlement buyer obtain court approval of the sale in 
order for the transfer to be effective, and requires the court, in approving such a sale, to 
make specified findings, including that the transfer is in the best interest of the payee, 
taking into account the welfare and support of the payee's dependents; that the payee has 
been advised by the transferee to seek-independent professional~dvice; and that the 
transferee has made all required disclosures. The bill also clarifies the definitions of 
certain terms, revises the buyer's disclosure obligations, and adds specified documents to 
those required to be filed with the Attorney General. Status: Chapter 74, 2001. 
AB 732 (Wayne) Civil procedure: settlement offers. This bill exempts public 
prosecutors from the imposition of monetary fines for failing to accept a pre-trial 
settlement offer in civil law enforcement actions brought in the name of the people. 
Status: Chapter 153, 2001. 
AB 754 (Mountjoy) False claims actions. Existing law imposes liability on any person 
who submits a false claim against the state or a political subdivision of the state, with 
exceptions for claims made under specified code provisions. This bill creates a new 
exception for claims made pursuant to specified provisions governing the resolution of 
certain construction claims under public works contracts. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 881 (Simitian) Regulatory receipt of safety information. This bill, a competing 
measure to AB 36 (Steinberg) noted above, would provide that, in a court action 
pertaining to a defective product or environmental hazard, a party may file a noticed 
motion for an order of the court permitting specific items or information subject to a 
protective order to be sent to a California state or federal governmental agency 
responsible for regulating or monitoring the subject matter contained in the items or 
information protected. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 1181 (Calderon) Insurance: unfair practices. This bill requires the Insurance 
Commissioner to make specific written findings of fact and conclusions of law when 
imposing a civil penalty upon a person for engaging in unfair practices in the business of 
insurance. The bill also requires the Commissioner to include specified written findings 
of fact and conclusions of law with the report that is issued and served upon a person for 
engaging in unfair or deceptive practices. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 1702 (Judiciary) Civil Procedure. This bill is a placeholder to address civil 
procedure issues that may arise during the course of this legislative session. Status: 
AsmJUD. 
AB 1703 (Judiciary) Civil Procedure. This bill is a placeholder to address civil 
procedure issues that may arise during the course of this legislative session. Status: 
AsmRules. 
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SB 11 (Escutia) Secret settlements. This bill, similarly to its Assembly companion 
measure AB 36 (Steinberg) noted above, continues a longtime goal of many consumer 
protection groups and the California Attorney General to add the state to a growing list of 
states that have already adopted a similar "sunshine" law or court rule. The bill restricts, 
but does not ban, the use of secrecy agreements in those cases where the public is most at 
risk of repeat harm: cases involving defective products or environmental hazards. Like 
AB 36, the bill tracks a court rule already adopted by the California Supreme Court and 
many other courts-for all documents formally filed-in court. However this bill also 
contains a provision involving the expertise of the California Attorney General for the 
review of specified "smoking gun" documents obtained in discovery. Status: AsmFloor. 
SB 158 (Haynes) Attorney's fees: settlement offers. This bill resurrects for three 
years a pilot project in Riverside County that allows the court to award attorneys fees in 
specified civil actions (but not including personal injury, eminent domain, class action or 
injunctive relief actions) against a party who refuses a formal offer to settle and then fails 
to obtain a more favorable judgment at trial. The bill also requires the Judicial Council 
and the Superior Court of Riverside County to report back to the Legislature on the 
impact of the program on settlements and sanctions. Status: Chapter 719, 2001. 
SB 238 (Kuehl) Bonds and undertakings: public interest litigation. This bill allows 
the court to waive the bond requirement in a case where a preliminary injunction is 
sought, if the case is brought in the public interest and the principal has no direct financial 
interest in the determination of the matter. The bill was introduced in response to a high-
profile case brought by the Sierra Club and the Environmental Protection Information 
Center over alleged violations of law regarding approval of a timber harvest plan in the 
Headwaters Forest in Humboldt County. In that case, the judge granted a preliminary 
injunction to bar the implementation of the plan, but ordered the plaintiffs to post a 
$250,000 bond. This bill makes it easier for non-profits to litigate public interest cases by 
giving judges discretion as to whether to impose bond in such a case when a preliminary 
injunction is sought. Status: Asmlnactive. 
SB 476 (Escutia) Summary judgment. This bill makes three changes with regard to 
motions for summary judgment. First, it requires a reviewing court to allow the parties to 
submit supplemental briefs before affirming an order granting summary judgment on a 
ground not relied upon by the trial court. Second, it changes the standards for the 
granting of summary judgment upon a motion by the defendant to require that the 
defendant show through admissible evidence that the cause of action cannot be 
established or that there is a complete defense to that cause of action. Finally, it states as 
the policy of the state that the right to trial by jury is a fundamental guarantee and that 
motions for summary judgment or summary adjudication should only be granted as to 
matters that are without merit or where there is no defense to the action or proceeding. 
Status: AsmJUD. 
SB 482 (Sher) Forest practices: penalties. This bill authorizes the Attorney General or 
a District Attorney to petition the superior court to impose a civil penalty for violations of 
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the Z'berg-Nejedly Forest Practice Act regardless of whether misdemeanor charges have 
been filed with regard to the same conduct. Existing law allows the AG or DA to seek 
such a penalty only as part of a misdemeanor action. Status: Asminactive. 
SB 562 (Morrow) Limited and unlimited civil actions. This bill, implementing 
recommendations of the California Law Revision Commission, harmonizes the standard 
by which courts in limited and unlimited civil cases may appoint a receiver, and adopts a 
non-substantive change in the language describing-that standard.· In addition, the bill 
classifies two types of currently unclassified civil actions, replaces obsolete terms 
describing the record of proceedings in the trial courts, and clarifies the statutes relating 
to the authority of a trial court in which a case is pending to transfer the case to another 
branch or location of the court. Status: Chapter 44, 2001. 
SB 708 (Speier) Insurance. This bill expands the Department oflnsurance mediation 
program, which currently covers claims arising out of the Northridge earthquake, to cover 
disputes arising out of personal automotive or residential claims, and extends the sunset 
date ofthe program to January 1, 2006. The bill bars the Department oflnsurance from 
refusing to investigate a complaint because the insured is represented by an attorney or 
because the complaint is the subject of litigation. It requires training and accreditation of 
insurance adjusters who evaluate earthquake damage. Finally, the bill requires the 
Department of Insurance to make public any letter or legal opinion signed by the 
Insurance Commissioner or the Department's Chief Counsel when the letter is in response 
to an inquiry from an insured and discusses application of the Insurance Code or 
Department regulations. Status: Chapter 727,2001. 
SB 1218 (Romero) Class actions: unpaid residuals. This bill directs that the payment 
of residual funds from class action litigation, after all members of the class have been 
paid the amount to which they are entitled, be to nonprofit organizations or foundations to 
support projects that will benefit the class or similarly situated persons or that promote 
the law consistent with the purposes and objectives of the underlying cause of action, or 
to child advocacy programs or legal services programs. The bill also deletes statutory 
provisions authorizing the establishment of the Legal Corps, which has never been funded 
or established. Status: Chapter 96, 2001. 
Discovery 
AB 1260 (Wayne) Discovery: misuses of the process. Existing law permits a court to 
impose monetary sanctions for misuse of the discovery process, including evasive 
responses, failure to respond to permissible discovery, disobeying court orders and 
attempts to gain information outside the proper scope of discovery. This bill adds 
destruction of relevant evidence to the list of actions constituting misuse of the discovery 
process. Status: AsmJUD. 
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Evidence 
AB 223 (Frommer) Depositions: forms: discovery. This bill makes numerous clean-
up changes to statutes relating to trial court funding, and amends various discovery-
related statutes to make discovery practice and procedure more uniform throughout the 
state. Status: Chapter 812,2001. 
AB 957 (Papan) Admission ofliability.- Existing law provides that portions of 
statements, writings, or benevolent gestures expressing sympathy or a general sense of 
benevolence that are made to a person involved in an accident or to that person's family, 
are inadmissible as evidence of an admission of liability in a civil action. This bill 
provides that a statement concerning negligence or culpable conduct that is part of, or in 
addition to any of the above evidence, is admissible. Status: AsmJUD. 
SB 716 (Machado) Psychotherapist privilege. This bill redefines psychotherapist such 
that communications between a patient and a registered or licensed professional (or his or 
her trainee or intern) whom the patient reasonably believes is a psychotherapist would be 
confidential and privileged. Status: Chapter 142, 2001. 
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CONTRACTS, BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL MATTERS 
Business 
AB 700 (Simitian) Electronic signatures. This bill provides that notarization 
requirements regarding transactions utilizing e-signatures shall be deemed satisfied where 
the signature conforms to existing requirements concerning the use of e-signatures in 
communications with public entities;and-the~person charged with verifying compliance 
has either examined the entirety of the electronic record with regard to the e-signature or 
has complied with alternative procedures adopted by the Secretary of State providing a 
comparable level of protection. Status: SenJUD. 
AB 1704 (Judiciary) Federal bankruptcy: applicable exemptions. This bill increases 
the amounts of certain state law exemptions available in Chapter 11 actions and ensures 
that the dollar amounts of these exemptions will conform to adjustments made under the 
federal bankruptcy laws. Status: Chapter 42,2001. 
Contracts 
AB 256 (Wayne) Consumer contracts. This bill provides that, if a resident who is a 
consumer in this state enters into a consumer contract for the purchase, lease, license, or 
bailment of goods or services primarily for personal, family, or household purposes, any 
action against that consumer arising out of or connected with that contract or transaction 
shall be filed in a court of this state. The measure also provides that any action that is 
commenced against the seller or any other party to the transaction shall be filed in any 
forum that has jurisdiction over the seller or other party and where venue is appropriate 
and prohibits contract provisions that restrict the venue where an action or proceeding 
against the consumer or seller should take place. Status: Vetoed. 
AB 491 (Frommer) Rental vehicles: collision damage waiver; contracts. When 
initially heard by the Committee, this bill set forth legislative intent pertaining to rental 
vehicles, stating that it is the intent of the Legislature to address: (1) the manner in which 
rates are advertised, quoted, confirmed, and charged; (2) collision damage waivers; (3) 
customer facility charges at airports; and (4) vehicle license fees. As amended in the 
Senate, the bill increases the $9 cap on collision damage waiver (CDW) fees to $15 for 
those rental vehicles that have a manufacturer's suggested retail price (MSRP) of between 
$19,001 and $35,000 and are not older than the model year of the preceding calendar 
year. The bill permits an unlimited fee for any rental vehicle with an MSRP of over 
$35,000, regardless of the model year and provides that the current $9 maximum fee 
would remain applicable to rental vehicles: (1) with an MSRP of$19,000 or below; (2) 
which are designated as a "compact," "sub-compact," or "economy" rental by the rental 
company; or (3) that are more than two model years old and had an original MSRP of 
between $19,000 and $35,000. The bill also permits rental car companies to charge a 
"customer facility fee," as specified, to finance, design and construct consolidated airport 
car rental facilities or a common use transportation system. The measure also revises the 
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renter's liability for loss due to theft and requires the rental company to disclose that the 
renter's credit card used to pay for the car rental transaction may provide coverage for all 
or a portion of the renter's potential liability, and that the renter should consult with his or 
her credit card issuer to determine the amount of coverage and deductible, if any, for 
which the renter may be liable. Status: Chapter 661, 2001. 
AB 543 (Vargas) Mechanics liens. Sets forth legislative intent regarding the need for 
revisions'of the law governing mechanic-'s liens· and related13rovisions, including 
provisions pertaining to payment and performance bonds, with the purpose of 
modernizing and simplifying the statutes, and addressing problems such as the potential 
for double payment by homeowners. Status: SenRules. 
AB 568 (Dutra) Mechanics liens. Sets forth legislative intent regarding the need for 
revisions of the law governing mechanic's liens and related provisions, including 
provisions pertaining to payment and performance bonds, with the purpose of 
modernizing and simplifying the statutes, and addressing problems such as the potential 
for double payment by homeowners. Status: SenRules. 
AB 623 (Runner) Consumer warranties: return of nonconforming goods. Under 
existing law, a manufacturer that makes express warranties but does not provide specified 
service and repair facilities in this state is liable to a retail seller of the manufacturer's 
goods for specified costs incurred in fulfilling the express warranties. This bill provides 
that a flooring industry manufacturer may not require a flooring industry retail seller 
claiming payments of such costs to bring an action in any court other than a court of this 
state. The bill is intended to protect flooring industry retailers who have found it difficult 
or impossible to recover from manufacturers the costs of providing warranty service, due 
to manufacturers' contractual requirements that actions to recover such costs be brought 
in the home state ofthe manufacturer. Status: SenJUD. 
AB 678 (Papan) Unlicensed contractors. When heard by the Committee, this bill 
authorized persons who use the services of an unlicensed contractor to bring an action to 
recover all compensation paid to the unlicensed contractor for performance of any act or 
contract unless the person knew that the contractor was unlicensed prior to the time that 
any payments were made to the contractor. As amended in the Senate, the bill permits 
such actions without regard to whether the person knew that the contractor was 
unlicensed prior to making any payments to the contractor. Status: Chapter 226, 2001. 
AB 794 (Shelley) Licensed contractors. Prohibits a licensed contractor from inserting 
into contracts with an employee certain provisions deemed void or unenforceable under 
the Civil Code. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 1534 (Longville) Works of improvement: financial security. This bill requires an 
owner of property who contracts for a private work of improvement in an amount 
exceeding $5 million if the owner's interest is a fee simple absolute interest or $1 million 
ifthe owner's interest is less than a fee simple absolute interest to provide one of three 
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specified forms of security for the project, to be used only when the owner defaults on his 
or her contractual obligations to the original contractor. The bill specifically exempts 
from the security requirement, among others, single-family residences and public works 
projects and further provides that the security requirement should not be interpreted as 
affecting any provision providing for mechanics' liens, stop notices, bond remedies, or 
prompt payment rights of a subcontractor, including the original contractor's payment 
responsibilities. Status: Chapter 823, 2001. 
SB 281 (O'Connell) Vehicle lease contracts. This bill, sponsored by the California 
Motor Car Dealers Association, clarifies the application of the "single document rule" to 
vehicle lease contracts. The single document rule requires that a vehicle lease contract 
contain in a single document all agreements between lessor and lessee. This bill specifies 
the information which must be disclosed in various sections of a vehicle lease contract, 
requires that a preprinted form for use as a vehicle lease contract must provide sufficient 
space to include all required disclosures and a specified amount of blank space for the 
memorialization of individualized agreements. The bill further specifies that certain 
specified agreements, including express warranties, titling and transfer documents, and 
service contracts are not required to be included in a vehicle lease contract. Status: 
Chapter 287, 2001. 
SB 938 (Margett) Mechanics liens. This bill requires an owner of a private work of 
improvement to notify contractors and subcontractors when the owner records a notice of 
completion or cessation of the project within 10 days. Under this bill, an owner's failure 
to give that notice would extend the time that the subcontractor has to file a lien from 30 
days to 90 days. Status: AsmJUD. 
Corporations 
SB 399 (Ackerman) Corporations. This bill establishes procedures for a California 
corporation to convert into a limited liability company, general partnership or limited 
partnership, and vice versa, and specifies the effects of such a conversion on the rights 
and obligations of shareholders and creditors. Status: AsmB&F. 
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COURTS AND RELATED MATTERS 
Courts 
AB 785 (Bates and Harman) Commercial courts. This bill establishes a four-year 
pilot project in up to four superior courts to evaluate the effectiveness of maintaining 
separate departments within the superior courts to handle complex commercial cases. 
The bill requires that Judicial· Council develop procedures .for the implementation of the 
pilot project and submit specified evaluations of the pilot project to the Governor and the 
Legislature. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 1006 (Jackson) Juvenile justice facilities: County of Ventura. When heard by 
the Committee, this bill sought to establish 90% of the salary of court reporters in Los 
Angeles County as the floor rather than the ceiling for court reporter salaries in Ventura 
County. As amended in the Senate, the bill authorizes the Ventura County Board of 
Supervisors to adopt a resolution to establish in the county treasury a Juvenile Justice 
Facilities Construction Fund and to use such funds to finance any public agency funding 
mechanism such as retirement of bonded indebtedness, loan repayments, and monthly 
payments involving lease-purchase programs. Status: Chapter 432, 2001. 
AB 1571 (Shelley) Court employees. Existing law provides for the appointment of 
employees of the Supreme Court and courts of appeal at their pleasure. This bill 
eliminates the provision that employees of the Supreme Court and courts of appeal serve 
at their pleasure and provides for the formation of employee organizations and for 
collective bargaining thereby with the Supreme Court and courts of appeal, as specified. 
Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 1698 (Judiciary) Subordinate Judicial Officers. This bill, sponsored by the 
Judicial Council, is a placeholder for statutory changes to the role and function of 
subordinate judicial officers. The Judicial Council's task force devoted to developing 
specific language for this proposal anticipates completion of its work shortly. Status: 
AsmJUD. 
AB 1700 (Steinberg) Courts. As heard by the Committee, this bill made various 
technical changes related to trial court funding operations necessary to conform the law to 
the procedures of the unified trial courts, deleted references to obsolete pilot programs 
and municipal court references, and increased the maximum amount for grants to Court 
Appointed Special Advocate programs. The bill was later amended to include, in 
addition to the court related provisions, the provisions of AB 267, which modify pre-
litigation procedures in construction defects actions. Status: Chapter 824, 2001. 
SB 128 (Burton) Trial court employees. This bill makes technical and clarifying 
changes to the Trial Court Employment Protection and Governance Act. Further, this bill 
adds two provisions to the Act: 1) restricts agency shop elections to no more than once a 
year for each bargaining unit, and requires the elections to be conducted by the Division 
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of Conciliation of the Department of Industrial Relations if the parties fail to select a 
neutral entity to conduct the election within 10 days of the election petition; and 2) 
establishes a procedure for the release of budget and management information by the trial 
court and the Judicial Council, including a hearing and appeal process. Status: Chapter 
270,2001. 
SB 1112 (Polanco) Cesar Chavez court holiday. As originally introduced and heard in 
the Senate, this bill "Sought to delay-the effective ·date of a Rule of Court adopted by the 
Judicial Council. This bill was subsequently amended to simply add Cesar Chavez Day 
as a court holiday as it is with the legislative and executive branches of government. 
Status: Chapter 542, 2001. 
Court Reporting and Recording 
SB 805 (McPherson) Deposition officers. Establishes that recordings made by a 
deposition officer, using methods other than stenographic recording, are to be considered 
the personal property of the deposition officer, not official or public records, and makes 
these recordings available for commercial sale by the deposition officer. Status: 
AsmJUD. 
SB 852 (Figueroa) Court reporting schools. This bill seeks to improve the 
accountability of shorthand reporting schools and to improve student awareness of school 
requirements and performance by, among other steps, requiring disclosure of certain 
consumer information to current and prospective students, notifying students of changes 
in graduation requirements or qualifications, counseling students on completion of school 
requirements, and improving school record keeping and reporting requirements. Status: 
Chapter 616, 2001. 
Judges 
AB 329 (Jackson) Judges: court proceedings. Existing law provides that a party to a 
civil or criminal action or proceeding may move to disqualify a judge, commissioner, or 
referee for prejudice, as specified, and specifies the procedure for reassignment of the 
cause to another judge. This bill requires that, in counties with 5 or more judges, the 
reassignment to a different judge shall be made on a random basis. Status: AsmJUD. 
ACA 1 (Nation) Judicial elections. Under this proposed constitutional amendment, 
vacancies in California's Superior Courts would be filled exclusively by gubernatorial 
appointment, and judges would run unopposed in retention elections in which voters 
would be asked whether Judge X should be elected. Status: AsmJUD. 
Juries 
AB 1161 (Papan) Grand jurors: compensation. This bill increases the minimum 
amount counties may pay grand jurors from $10 to $15 per day, and increases the mileage 
reimbursement for grand jurors for 15 cents per mile, one way only, to the mileage 
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reimbursement which is otherwise payable to county employees. Status: Chapter 218, 
2001. 
AB 1660 (Negrete McLeod) Jury service: pollworkers. This bill excuses an eligible 
person who serves as a poll worker at a national statewide or local election from jury 
service for a period of one year following the date of the election at which the poll worker 
serves. Status: AsmJUD. 
SB 303 (Torlakson) Jury duty: San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District 
Police. This bill exempts San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District Police from jury 
duty, consistent with exemptions for other specified peace officers. Status: Chapter 55, 
2001. 
Small Claims Court 
SB 110 (Ackerman) Small claims court. This bill allows, for a three-year trial period, 
debt assignees (debt collectors) to file small claims actions under certain conditions. 
Under existing law, assignees are not allowed to file in small claims court. This bill 
allows assignees to file a claim in small claims court if the claim were for an amount over 
$825 (but under the upper limit for small claims jurisdiction), the assignee agreed to 
reduce the claim by ten percent, and the assignee paid a special filing fee. The defendant 
debtor has the option of transferring the claim to civil court without any additional filing 
fee. The bill appropriates $278,000 to Judicial Council to conduct a study of the use of 
small claims courts by assignees and the effect on defendants. Status: AsmJUD. 
Trial Court Coordination and Funding 
AB 1549 (Wiggins) Court facilities. This urgency measure extends for 18 months the 
period during which the state shall assume responsibility for the court facility needs for 
trial court judgeships authorized after January 1, 1998, to allow appropriate review and 
action on the final recommendations of the Task Force on Court Facilities, which is not 
expected until October of this year. The bill provides that, unless a court and a county 
otherwise mutually agree, the state shall assume responsibility for suitable and necessary 
facilities for judicial officers and support staff for any judgeships authorized during the 
period from January 1, 1998 to December 31, 2002, inclusively. Status: Chapter 852, 
2001. 
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FAMILY LAW, CHILDREN AND RELATED MATTERS 
Adoption 
AB 538 (Cardoza) Adoption. This bill makes various clarifying amendments in the 
area of adoption law. The bill requires that, absent a finding of substantial hardship, the 
consolidation of a paternity action and an action to terminate the parental rights of an 
alleged father arising out~ofa mother!s-relinquishment-of a·Ghild.for adoption shall 
remove the case to the county in which the adoption is pending. It further provides that a 
resident of California who adopts through an intercountry adoption finalized in a foreign 
country may obtain a California birth certificate for the child whether or not the parent 
goes through the readoption procedure. The bill expands the list of those permitted to 
conduct stepparent adoption investigations to include licensed clinical social workers and 
licensed marriage family therapists. The bill provides that when there is a prospective 
adoptive family that intends to adopt a sibling group, the siblings shall be assigned to the 
same social worker unless the local agency makes specified findings. The bill authorizes 
a child welfare agency to provide prospective caretakers with a dependent child's health 
and welfare passport, and other specified information, prior to placement, if the 
prospective caretakers are willing to adopt the child and meet specified criteria for doing 
so. Status: Chapter 353, 2001. 
AB 550 (Zettel) Adoption. This bill prohibits the court from making and entering an 
order of adoption of a child unless a home study, as defined, of the prospective adoptive 
parent's home has been completed, with an exception, as under existing law, for 
stepparent adoptions. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 591 (Vargas) Adoption: Indian children. This bill requires any party who seeks 
the voluntary or involuntary placement of an Indian child or termination of parental rights 
regarding an Indian child, to provide written notice of the proceedings to the tribe of the 
child within specified time frames. The bill further specifies the information which the 
notice must contain. The bill declares for the State of California that with regard to 
Indian child custody proceedings, the federal Indian Child Welfare Act supersedes all 
other conflicting federal and state laws. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 746 (La Suer) Adoption. This bill permits nonresidents of California who want to 
adopt children born in California to petition for adoption and finalize the adoption, 
through the California courts, within three business days of the court's receipt of the 
petitioner's request for hearing. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 1349 (Pescetti) Open adoption records: adult adoptees. This bill provides that, 
upon written and notarized application to the Office of Vital Records, any adopted person 
18 years or older shall receive a certified copy of his or her unaltered, original and 
unamended birth certificate, decree of adoption and all other documents contained in his 
or her file. The measure allows a birth parent to request, at any time, a "Contact 
Preference Form" that will accompany the birth certificate and state whether or not the 
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birth parent prefers to be contacted, but does not prevent the release of the documents 
noted above, including the birth certificate. The adult adoptee about whom an adoption 
proceeding relates may obtain inspection of the adoption files, and the existing ability of 
birth parents to request that their names be redacted from adoption records is eliminated. 
The measure repeals provisions in existing law requiring the Department of Social 
Services, with respect to adoptions in which the relinquishment for or consent to adoption 
was signed on or after January 1, 1984, to disclose the identity and address ofthe 
adoptee's birth parent to an adoptee 21 years of age or-older-if the birth parent has 
indicated consent to the disclosure in writing. The bill does not apply to the records of 
juvenile court proceedings. Status: Failed; AsmJUD, reconsideration. 
SB 104 (Scott) Adoption. This bill reduces the time period a birth parent has to revoke 
consent to the adoption of his or her child, or waive the right to revoke consent, from 90 
days to 30 days, for independent adoptions. The change makes the time period consistent 
with the procedures for agency adoptions, and is more in line with procedures in use in 
other states. Status: Chapter 688, 2001. 
Children 
AB 705 (Steinberg) Juvenile dependency: permanent placement of children. This 
bill seeks to maintain relationships between a dependent child and his or her siblings by 
requiring social workers to place together siblings taken into temporary custody, 
whenever appropriate and practical; adds "substantial interference with a sibling 
relationship" to the list of factors a judge may use as a basis for not terminating parental 
rights; maintains limited jurisdiction of the court post-adoption in order to enforce post-
adoption sibling contact agreements; and requires social workers to provide the dependent 
child's counsel with a complete report, at the same time parents and/or parents' counsel 
are provided with the complete report. Status: Chapter 747, 2001. 
AB 1129 (Liu) Juvenile court restraining orders. This bill authorizes the juvenile 
dependency court, when issuing a restraining order protecting a child from certain 
behavior by any parent, guardian, or current or former member of the child's household, 
to also issue an order protecting the parent, guardian of current caretaker of the child from 
that person, whether the child resides with them or not. Status: Chapter 713, 2001. 
SB 940 (Senate Judiciary) Juvenile justice. This bill makes several changes in the area 
of juvenile court law. In the section of law regarding the purpose of the juvenile courts, 
the bill adds a reference to a Judicial Council Standard of Judicial Administration that 
recommends a leadership role for juvenile court judges in developing resources and 
services for at-risk children and families. The bill removes the requirement of a minor's 
consent for a hearing to be held regarding the minor's infraction violation upon a written 
notice to appear. The bill requires the probation department to commence parental 
termination proceedings if a ward has been in foster care for 15 of the past 22 months. It 
provides for coordination between counties when a minor is the subject of proceedings in 
more than one county. Finally, as to Los Angeles County, the bill makes changes 
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regarding access to juvenile police records, clarifying which persons and entities are 
entitled to access and setting forth procedures for other persons to request such records. 
Status: Chapter 830, 2001. 
Child Custody and Visitation 
AB 853 (Liu) Dependent children: visitation. Authorizes a court to order visitation 
between the parent or guardian and the ehild,-for-a total of not more than 60 days, for the 
purpose of facilitating a gradual transition for the permanent and safe return of the child 
to his or her home, where the court has found that there is a substantial risk of detriment 
to the safety, protection, or physical or emotional well-being of the child if he or she is 
returned home. Status: AsmJUD. 
SB 1151 (Margett) Child custody orders. This bill provides that statutorily authorized 
automatic stays of court orders affecting child custody do not apply to proceedings 
relating to parental kidnapping of a child from the state or country having jurisdiction 
over custody. Status: Chapter 48, 2001. 
Child, Family and Spousal Support 
AB 234 (Romero) Domestic violence: spousal support. This bill provides that in any 
proceeding for dissolution of marriage brought within 6 months of a criminal conviction 
for an act of domestic violence perpetrated by one spouse against the other spouse, there 
shall be a rebuttable presumption that any award of spousal support to the abusive spouse 
otherwise awardable pursuant to the standards of the provisions governing the award of 
spousal support should be reduced by at least 20%. Similar provisions of this bill were 
pursued and chaptered in SB 1221. Status: Dead; AsmJUD. 
AB 891 (Goldberg) Disabled non-custodial parents. This bill seeks to relieve the 
child support obligations of disabled non-custodial parents. Specifically, this bill 
provides that the child support offset that currently relieves a portion of the child support 
obligation of disabled non-custodial parents who receive federal disability benefits (but 
only when the custodial parent applies for the offset) may be applied for, and received, by 
the non-custodial parent (with appropriate proof) if the custodial parent fails or neglects 
to apply for the offset. Status: Chapter 651, 2001. 
AB 1426 (Wright) Employer lack of compliance with assignment orders. This bill 
provides that, when a local child support agency has an assignment order against an 
obligor's earnings, and the obligor's employer willfully has failed to comply with the 
order (or otherwise has failed to comply three times in a 12-month period), the agency 
may obtain a court order requiring payment of support by electronic transfer from the 
employer's bank account. In addition, the court may impose a civil penalty on such an 
employer in the amount of 50 percent of the support amount that has not been received by 
the obligee under these circumstances. Status: Chapter 371,2001. 
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AB 1449 (Keeley) Child support arrearages. This bill creates a limited ability to 
compromise and settle child support arrearages owed to the state for reimbursement of 
public assistance payments where the child and parent have been reunited. It gives the 
county welfare agency discretion not to refer a case to the Local Child Support Agency 
(LCSA) to establish a reimbursement order if the child receives AFDC-FC and the county 
welfare department determines that referral could interfere with the parent's ability to 
reunify with the child or to support the child. The bill also gives LCSA authority to 
reduce the arrearages owed- for reimbursement ofAFDC-FC-or·CalWORK.s where the 
obligor has regained custody and payment would interfere with the ability to support the 
child. It requires DSS and DCSS to promulgate regulations defining the parameters of 
the counties' authority. Status: Chapter 1449, 2001. 
AB 1607 (Bates) Independent registry. This bill provides that, notwithstanding the 
requirement that all employers report specified information to the employment 
development department about independent contractors they hire for purposes of child 
support collection, independent contractors who fall within the category of "direct sellers" 
need not be reported. Status: AsmAPPROP. 
AJR 18 (Aroner) Child support automation system. This resolution makes various 
findings regarding the child support automation system and substantial penalties being 
assessed against California for its tardiness in getting a statewide child support 
automation system up and running. It further urges Congress to enact legislation to allow 
states assessed penalties for failing to implement a child support automation system to 
reinvest those penalties in child support program improvements and automation system 
developments. Status: Resolution Chapter 117, 2001. 
SB 943 (Senate Judiciary) Enforcement act technical clean-up. Makes technical 
changes to various code sections consistent with California's new child support 
enforcement program enacted last year. Status: Chapter 755, 2001. 
SB 1221 (Romero) Domestic violence: spousal support. This bill provides that, in a 
court's determination to award spousal support, a rebuttable presumption affecting the 
burden of proof shall exist that a supported spouse who has been convicted of domestic 
violence within five years of the dissolution, before or after the commencement of the 
proceedings, shall have any support award eliminated. The bill further provides that the 
court may consider a convicted spouse's history as a victim of domestic violence as a 
condition for rebutting the presumption. Status: Chapter 293, 2001. 
Domestic Partnership 
AB 25 (Migden) Domestic partnership. This bill confers over a dozen new legal 
rights, privileges and standing on all registered domestic partners, including, among other 
things: ( 1) the right to recover damages for negligent infliction of emotional distress; (2) 
the right to assert a cause of action for wrongful death; (3) the right of a domestic partner 
to adopt a child of his or her partner as a stepparent; ( 4) the right to make health care 
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decisions for an incapacitated partner; (5) the right to be appointed as administrator of the 
decedent's estate, in the same manner and priority as a spouse; ( 6) the right to use 
employee sick leave to attend to an illness of his or her partner or his or her partner's child 
and the right not to be discriminated against for using sick leave for such a purpose; and 
(7) the right to file a claim for disability benefits for his or her partner, in the same 
manner as a spouse may file such a claim. Status: Chapter 893, 2001. 
· Domestic Violence 
AB 160 (Bates) Order precedence. This bill specifies that domestic violence protective 
orders issued by a criminal court have precedence over any civil court order pertaining to 
the same persons. The bill also directs the Judicial Council to establish a protocol for 
coordination of all orders regarding the same persons. It further requires modifications of 
domestic violence protective orders to be entered into the Domestic Violence Restraining 
Order System, and requires all such orders to be issued on forms adopted by the Judicial 
Council. Status: Chapter 698, 2001. 
AB 362 (Corbett) DVPA definition. This bill defines the term dating relationship, for 
purposes of the Domestic Violence Prevention Act and the issuance of various protective 
orders under the Act, by incorporating the definition of that term currently contained in 
Penal Code Section 243. Status: Chapter 110, 2001. 
AB 731 (Wayne) Interstate Enforcement of DVPO's. This bill replaces current law 
relating to enforcement of domestic violence protective orders from other states with the 
Uniform Interstate Enforcement of Domestic Violence Protection Orders Act, 
promulgated by the National Conference on Uniform State Laws. The bill further 
prescribes the criteria for determining the validity of an order; specifies that registration 
of a valid order in this state is not required for its enforcement; requires a law 
enforcement officer of this state to enforce an order if probable cause exists that the order 
is valid and has been violated; and provides immunity for law enforcement officers 
attempting in good faith to enforce the order in accordance with this section. Status: 
Chapter 816, 2001. 
SB 66 (Kuehl) Domestic violence. This bill helps to protect victims of domestic 
violence by ensuring that any court considering issuance of a domestic violence 
protective order has specified background information regarding the subject of the order. 
The bill requires the court, prior to a hearing on the issuance of a domestic violence 
protective order, to ensure that a search of specified records and databases is conducted to 
determine if the subject of the order has any prior criminal convictions for a serious or 
violent felony or any misdemeanor involving violence or weapons, outstanding warrants, 
is on probation or parole, or has prior restraining orders or a violation of a prior 
restraining order. It specifies the information from such a search that must be considered 
in determining whether to issue and order, and makes other provisions regarding the 
release of information from the search. The bill provides that its provisions shall only be 
implemented in those courts identified by Judicial Council as having resources currently 
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available for these purposes, and in other courts to the extent that funds are appropriated 
for that purpose in the Budget Act. Status: Chapter 572, 2001. 
SB 425 (Torlakson) Domestic violence: Contra Costa program. This bill authorizes 
the Contra Costa County Board of Supervisors to increase the fees for marriage licenses 
and certified copies of marriage certificates, birth certificates, fetal death records and 
death records by up to two dollars, with further increases permitted on an annual basis 
based on inflation. -The fees would then be deposited in a special fund to be used for 
oversight and coordination of domestic violence prevention, intervention and prosecution 
efforts, in line with the county's policy of"zero tolerance for domestic violence." The 
county would be required to submit a report to the Assembly and Senate Judiciary 
Committees by July 1, 2006, with information on the funds received and expended from 
the fee increases, and the outcomes achieved. Status: Chapter 90, 2001. 
Familv Law 
AB 511 (Matthews) Sale of the family home. Existing law authorizes a court to grant 
an order temporarily delaying the sale of a home and awarding temporarily the exclusive 
use and possession of the family home, known as a deferred sale of home order, to a 
custodial parent in order to minimize the adverse impact on a child resulting from a 
dissolution of marriage or legal separation of the parties. Existing law authorizes the 
court to consider specified information in exercising its discretion to grant or deny the 
order. This bill additionally authorizes the court to grant that order to the lower wage 
earner where the parties were in a long-term marriage and there is substantial disparity in 
the parties' relative economic situation. The bill also requires the court, in exercising its 
discretion to grant or deny a deferred sale of home order, to additionally consider the 
economic disparity between the parties, whether the resident party is responsible for 
caring for aged or disabled parents who have been residing in the family home, and 
whether the resident party operates a business out of the home and demonstrates a 
substantial likelihood that the party will be unable to relocate the business. Status: 
AsmJUD. 
AB 539 (Maddox) Marital: liability; spousal debts. This bill provides that a one-year 
statute of limitations applies to actions brought against a surviving spouse for debts 
incurred for the necessaries of life of a deceased spouse unless the surviving spouse had 
actual knowledge of the debt prior to the expiration ofthe one-year period and the 
personal representative of the deceased spouse's estate failed to provide the creditor with 
timely written notice of the probate administration of the estate as required under the 
Probate Code. Status: Chapter 702, 2001. 
AB 583 (Jackson) Disclosure requirements. This bill seeks to ensure that parties to a 
marital dissolution or legal separation, and the court, have complete, accurate information 
about the value of the community estate in order to ensure a fair division of any 
community assets and liabilities. Specifically, this bill provides that in valuing an asset 
for purposes of an award to the other spouse as a remedy for a breach of fiduciary duty, 
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the value of the asset shall be its highest value at the date of the breach, the date of the 
sale or disposition of the asset, or the date of the award by the court. It further provides 
that the duty to update and augment required property disclosures must be undertaken 
immediately, fully, and accurately. The bill further revises the requirements that apply 
when parties stipulate to the waiver of the final declaration of disclosure, including 
adding a requirement that the parties have fully complied with other disclosure 
requirements and a requirement that the waiver be executed under penalty of perjury. 
Status: Chapter 703, 2001. 
AB 799 (Shelley) Paternity establishment. Existing law, the Uniform Parentage Act, 
provides for the establishment of a parent and child relationship between the child and the 
natural mother, the natural father, and an adoptive parent. This bill additionally 
authorizes the parent and child relationship between a child and those persons who, with 
the intent to parent a child, consented to and initiated a medical procedure that resulted in 
the birth of the child to one of them. Consent shall be presumed where those persons 
lived together at the time of the child's birth and hold themselves out to the community as 
parents, or where those persons have signed an agreement to parent. This bill specifies 
that its provisions do not alter specified presumptions regarding the natural father of a 
child conceived by artificial insemination. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 1323 (Negrete McLeod) Marriage licenses. This bill requires that a certificate of 
registry be returned to the county recorder by the person solemnizing the marriage within 
10 days after the ceremony and, among other things, repeals the existing requirement that 
the person solemnizing the marriage give a copy of the confidential marriage certificate to 
the parties who were married. Status: Chapter 39, 2001. 
AB 1338 (Koretz) Civil unions. This bill permits same-sex couples to formalize their 
relationships by entering into civil unions in California. The measure provides that a 
partner in a civil union shall have all the same rights, protections, benefits, and 
responsibilities as those granted to a spouse in a civil marriage, and provides that any 
state statute that applies to a formerly married person shall also apply to a person who 
was formerly a spouse in a civil union. Any state statute that applies to a widow or 
widower shall also apply to a person who was a spouse in a civil union where the spouse 
is deceased. The bill also provides that the right of spouses in a civil union with respect 
to a child of either of them shall be the same as those of married spouses, and the 
dissolution of a civil union shall follow the same procedures and be subject to the same 
substantive rights and obligations as apply to the dissolution of a marriage. Status: 
AsmJUD. 
AB 1697 (Judiciary) Family Law/Juvenile Law. This bill makes clarifying changes 
with regard to family law procedures. The bill also re-instates a juvenile law provision 
requiring a consideration of the importance of maintaining sibling relationships which 
was inadvertently chaptered out last year. Status: Chapter 754, 2001. 
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SB 78 (Kuehl) Enforcement of pre-marital agreements. This bill seeks to clarify the 
circumstances when courts may enforce pre-marital agreements requiring spouses to 
waive spousal support upon dissolution of the marriage. The bill thereby keeps 
California statutorily in line with over 40 states which take the view that waivers of 
spousal support contained in pre-marital agreements are not "void per se," and instead 
may be enforced on a case-by-case basis if specified conditions are met. It sets forth 
several fairness conditions which must be present for spousal support waivers to be 
enforceable. ·Among other things; the bill requires that-pre-marital waivers of spousal 
support may only be enforced if: (1) the party whom allegedly waived spousal support 
was represented by independent counsel at the time the agreement was signed; and (2) the 
court does not later determine at the time enforcement is sought that enforcement of the 
spousal support waiver would be unconscionable. The bill further makes clear the fact 
that a waiving party was represented by independent counsel at the time of signing a 
spousal support waiver shall not ipso facto make the spousal support waiver enforceable. 
The bill also: (1) clarifies that pre-marital agreements are not enforceable, whether they 
contain spousal support waivers or not, if the party against whom enforcement of the 
agreement is now sought did not, prior to signing the agreement, receive a full, as well as 
fair and reasonable disclosure, of the property or financial obligations of the other party; 
and (2) clarifies the circumstances that must be present for a court to find that a particular 
pre-marital agreement was executed voluntarily. The enumerated pre-conditions include, 
among other things, that the party against whom enforcement of the pre-marital 
agreement is sought was either represented by independent legal counsel at the time of 
signing the agreement or, after being advised to seek independent legal counsel, expressly 
waived, in separate writing, representation by independent legal counsel. Status: Chapter 
286, 2001. 
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HEALTH CARE 
AB 1600 (Keeley) Health care plans: equitable relief. This bill expressly authorizes a 
private right of action for equitable relief from violations of the Knox-Keene Act, except 
as to an enrollee or subscriber's individual grievance under specified sections, provided 
that administrative remedies of the Department of Managed Health Care have first been 
exhausted. It further provides for the continuation of health service contracts that expire 
duringthe pendency of an action respecting-the contract in order to ensure continuing 
care to enrollees or subscribers. Status: AsmFloor. 
SB 1041 (Speier) Hospitals: surrogate decisionmakers. As heard by the Committee, 
this bill required a hospital, within twenty-four hours of the arrival in the emergency 
department of a patient who is unconscious or otherwise unable to communicate, to make 
reasonable efforts to contact a person the hospital believes has the authority to make 
health care decisions on behalf of the patient. The bill defined reasonable efforts, and 
made an exception for certain emergency situations. These provisions of SB 1041 were 
later amended into SB 751, and enacted as Chapter 329 of2001. SB 1041 was later 
amended to eliminate the original provisions and instead establish the Donated Dental 
Services Program within the State Department of Developmental Services. Status: 
Vetoed. 
SB 1188 (Senate Health and Human Services) Medical Experimentation Act. This 
bill reenacts the exception from normal informed consent requirements contained in the 
Protection of Human Subjects in Medical Experimentation Act until January 1 of this 
year. The bill reinstates the sunset for another decade, until January 1, 2011. The 1997 
legislation creating the exception from this Act was unanimously passed by the 
Legislature. It was enacted to comply with the 1996 federal requirements for clinical 
trials where informed consent could not be obtained from patients in life-threatening 
situations. Those federal regulations are still in place, but the state's compliance statute 
expired on January 1, 2001. Therefore, with the enactment of this bill, California will no 
longer be out of compliance with federal law. Status: Chapter 122, 2001. 
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LIABILITY AND RELATED MATTERS 
Damages Provisions 
AB 840 (Robert Pacheco) Statutory caps on punitive damages. This bill continues a 
long tradition by some business groups in California to try to restrict the historical right of 
Californians serving on juries to determine the appropriate amount of punitive damages in 
the rare cases where punitive·damages are deemed necessary .. Contrary to earlier effort to 
limit the right of juries to award punitive damages in all cases, this legislation seeks to 
limit jury authority in this,area solely for those defendants that meet federal regulations 
classifying "small businesses." For such small business defendants alone, potential 
punitive damages would be capped at 3 times the compensatory damages, regardless of 
how oppressive, fraudulent or malicious their conduct. In addition to creating a special 
punitive damages "carve out" for small business defendants, this bill also seeks to reduce 
the imposition of substantial punitive damage awards against larger business defendants 
through the use of a much stricter standard of appellate review. The bill seeks to do this 
by requiring that any punitive damages found appropriate by a jury which exceed the 
proposed judicial policy of "3 times compensatories" must be reviewed "de novo," 
requiring appellate courts to substitute their own judgment for that of the jury as to the 
correct amount of punitive damages. Currently all punitive damage awards in California 
assessed by juries face a more deferential standard of review, whereby appellate courts 
ensure that there is "clear and convincing" evidence supporting the jury's punitive 
damages determination. Status: Failed; AsmJUD, reconsideration. 
Immunit;y and Scope of Liability 
AB 92 (Chavez) Liability: flood control and water conservation facilities. This bill 
extends for another five years the existing conditional immunity from liability granted to 
the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works and its employees for injuries 
caused by the condition and use of unlined flood control channels or adjacent flood 
control spreading grounds. The bill also requires a new Judicial Council report on the 
incidences of injuries incurred, claims asserted and paid, for this study period. Status: 
Chapter 756, 2001. 
AB 415 (Runner) Liability: emergency services. This bill imposes liability, not to 
exceed $1,000 per incident, upon any person who knowingly or willfully flees a peace 
officer and proximately causes any incident that results in an appropriate emergency 
response by a public agency, for the expense of the emergency response. Status: Failed; 
SenPubSaf, reconsideration. 
AB 946 (Kelley) Water rights. This bill makes various changes to the procedures of the 
State Water Resources Control Board (Board) and also clarifies existing law regarding 
when the Board's decisions may be appealed to the state courts by stating that 
reconsideration before the Board is not required except when the decision has been made 
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under authority delegated to an officer or employee of the Board. Status: Chapter 315, 
2001. 
AB 1040 (Dutra) Liability: disabled persons. Existing law provides that a person, 
firm, or corporation that interferes with various specified rights of a disabled individual is 
liable for the actual damages of each offense and any amount determined by a judge or 
jury of up to 3 times the amount ofthe actual damages, but in no case less than $1,000. 
This bill specifies that a person1nay not be held liabkfor-these .damages unless the 
plaintiff provided the defendant with notice ofthe alleged violation ofthe Americans 
with Disabilities Act of 1990 at least 90 days before filing the complaint, the notice 
identified the specific facts of the alleged violation, and the defendant failed to correct the 
violation within 90 days. The bill also provides that a defendant may avoid liability only 
if the defendant shows that, prior to receiving notice of the alleged violation, the 
defendant either employed a consultant with expertise in compliance with the Americans 
with Disabilities Act of 1990, and took the actions recommended by the consultant to 
comply with the act or complied with the requirements of the act as a condition of the 
issuance of a building permit. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 1217 (Briggs) Immunity: gambling establishments. This bill exempts from civil 
liability any gambling establishment that ejects or excludes an individual if the ejection or 
exclusion was based on a reasonable and good faith belief that such exclusion or ejection 
was required or permitted under specified provisions of the Gambling Control Act. The 
bill does not relieve an establishment from liability for damages arising from the means 
of ejection or exclusion. Status: Chapter 254, 2001. 
AB 1717 (Zettel) School reports: defamation liability. This bill provides that a 
communication by any person to specified school personnel relative to a threat on school 
grounds of violence with a firearm is subject to liability in defamation only if the 
communication is carried out knowing that it is false, as specified. Status: Chapter 570, 
2001. 
ABX2 51 (Reyes) Electrical generation: liability. This bill provides that an operator 
of an electric generation facility that reduces or discontinues service for solely economic 
reasons, as defined, shall be held strictly liable for any damages proximately caused by 
the reduction or discontinuance. Status: AsmEC&A. 
SB 278 (Alarcon) Commercial hours of driving. In this measure, the Legislature finds 
that accidents involving commercial drivers pose a serious danger to public health and 
safety and to the safety of commercial drivers, and that the primary underlying cause of 
these accidents is driver fatigue caused by motor carriers that require commercial drivers 
to drive for periods in excess of the lawful limitations on hours of service. The bill seeks 
to provide commercial drivers who have been victimized by this unlawful conduct with 
the ability to enforce limits on hours of service through a private right of action. In 
support of the bill, the measure's many proponents note that this new enforcement tool 
will discourage employers from requiring their commercial drivers to exceed their legal 
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hours of service, and thus hopefully will reduce the number of accidents caused by over 
fatigued commercial drivers. Status: Asmlnactive. 
SB 448 (Perata) Liability: firefighter's rule. Under existing case law, the 
"firefighter's rule" bars suit by firefighters, police officers or emergency medical 
personnel with regard to injuries caused by negligent conduct when they are injured in the 
course of responding to an emergency as part of their jobs. Existing statute provides 
certain exemptions from this-rule. This biU expands the statutory exemptions to allow 
suit whenever the negligent conduct in question violated a statute, ordinance or 
regulation, and was not itself the event causing the emergency worker to be present. 
Status: Chapter 140, 2001. 
SB 682 (Perata) Liability: gun manufacturers. This bill clarifies the code section 
providing limited statutory protection from liability for manufacturers and sellers of 
firearms. The bill is intended to address the recent California Supreme Court decision, in 
Merrill v. Navegar, holding that California's existing statutory language barred liability 
for the manufacturer of the guns used in the infamous 1 01 California Street massacre in a 
suit brought under a theory of common law negligence. This bill clarifies the statutory 
provision in question to bar liability only in strict product liability actions where the claim 
is premised solely on the capability of the firearm or ammunition to cause serious injury 
or death. Status: AsmJUD. 
SB 1196 (Romero) Sovereign immunity. This bill declares that the State of California 
waives its immunity to suit under the Eleventh Amendment of the United States 
Constitution and consents to be sued in state or federal court by any person seeking to 
enforce rights under enumerated federal civil rights and employment laws. Status: 
AsmAPPR. 
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CIVIL, CONSTITUTIONAL, AND PERSONAL RIGHTS 
Civil Rights 
AB 587 (Firebaugh) Civil rights: penalties for violations. This bill allows the 
Attorney General, district attorney or city attorney prosecuting enforcement actions under 
the Bane Civil Rights Act to seek a civil penalty of $25,000, awarded to the person whose 
civil rights~ are violated, 1n addition to·injunctiveand equitable .relief available under 
current law. The bill also increases the statutory penalty for a violation of civil rights 
under Sections 51 and 51.5, or 51.6 ofthe Civil Code, from $1,000 to $4,000. Status: 
Chapter 261, 2001. 
AB 677 (Steinberg) Equal access to state programs and activities. This bill requires 
the state to comply with the same non-discrimination obligations that are applied to its 
political subdivisions, contractors, and others receiving state funds. It also revises the 
definition of "disability" for these purposes to conform to the definition under the state 
employment and housing discrimination law. The bill also eliminates the fee for 
disability parking placards and takes steps to reduce fraud with respect to such placards. 
Status: Chapter 708, 2001. 
AB 800 (Wesson) Workplace language rules. This bill codifies existing regulations 
making it an unlawful employment practice for an employer to adopt or enforce a policy 
that prohibits the use of any language in the workplace unless the policy is justified by a 
business necessity and notice of the policy is given to employees. Status: Chapter 295, 
2001. 
AB 1088 (Jackson) Consumer gender discrimination. Requires specified business 
establishments to disclose in writing the price for each standard service, to display a sign 
stating that it is illegal to base pricing on gender and that a complete price list is available 
upon request, to display a price list, and to provide the customer with a copy of the 
complete price list upon request. Failure to correct a violation of these requirements 
within 30 days of receiving written notice of a violation would subject the business to a 
civil penalty of $1,000. Status: Chapter 312, 2001 
AB 1309 (Goldberg) Employment reports: public contractors. Requires employers 
bidding and contracting with a state or local public agency for contracts in excess of 
$50,000, and other specified employers and apprentice programs to file reports containing 
information on the gender and ethnic composition of the employer's workforce, and other 
information related to hiring practices. Status: Failed; SenJUD, reconsideration. 
AB 1701 (Judiciary) Civil Law. This bill is a placeholder to address civil law issues 
that may arise during the course of this legislative session. Status: AsmRules. 
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AJR 1 (Havice) Disability discrimination. This measure memorializes the President 
and the Congress to uphold the current provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
Status: Resolution Chapter 82, 2001. 
SB 381 (Chesbro) Human relations commissions. This bill ratifies the existing 
practice of city and county human relations commissions by amending the authorizing 
statute to permit consideration of a broad range of factors when local city and county 
governments select commission members, and· to allow these commissions to help 
address the variety of tensions and conflicts that may arise in the community. Status: 
Chapter 66, 2001. 
SB 382 (Haynes) Housing discrimination. Requires state certifications of and grants 
immunity and other protections to developments and individuals that discriminate on the 
basis of age and familial status with respect to developments claiming to be Senior 
Citizen Housing Developments. Status: AsmJUD. 
SB 504 (Scott) Employment discrimination: religious entities. This bill provides that 
a nonprofit public benefit corporation which is formed by, or affiliated with, a particular 
religion, and which operates an educational institution as its sole or primary activity may 
restrict employment opportunities to individuals of a particular religion. Such entities 
shall in all other respects be subject to the prohibitions against discrimination in the Fair 
Employment and Housing Act. Status: Chapter 910, 2001. 
SB 1045 (Polanco) Public employment and contracting outreach. Consistent with the 
California Supreme Court's interpretation of Proposition 209, this bill authorizes public 
sector employers to conduct focused outreach programs with the goal of increasing 
diversity in the public sector workforce. The bill also authorizes state and local 
government agencies to engage in focused outreach in their contracting and procurement 
activities. In addition, as recommended in the report ofthe Governor's Task Force on 
Diversity and Outreach, the bill requires government agencies to collect data and report 
on the level of participation by minority, women and disabled veteran-owned business 
enterprises in contract and procurement activities. Status: AsmAPPR. 
Constitutional Rights 
AB 1592 (Wyman) Discrimination: Boy Scouts of America. This bill affirmatively 
allows a charitable, expressive, and social organization, such as the Boy Scouts of 
America, to discriminate in its membership decisions by exempting such organizations 
from the Unruh Civil Rights Act, where the organization's formation and activities are 
unrelated to the promotion or advancement of the economic or business interests of its 
members. Status: Failed, AsmJUD. 
SB 780 (Ortiz) Exercise of reproductive and religious freedoms. This bill enacts a 
California version ofthe Federal "FACE" (Freedom of Access to Clinic and Church 
Entrances) Act which provides criminal and civil penalties for injuring, intimidating or 
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interfering with a reproductive health services client or provider or a person entering a 
place ofworship. Status: Chapter 899, 2001. 
SJR 3 (Karnette) Reproductive rights. This resolution memorializes the President and 
the U.S. Congress to take necessary action to preserve the integrity of the U.S. Supreme 
Court decision in Roe v. Wade. The resolution makes findings regarding the importance 
of reproductive rights and of the constitutional limits established by Roe v. Wade as to 
states' power1o restrict the Tight ofa woman to choose to terminate-a pregnancy. Status: 
Resolution Chapter 112, 2001. 
Privacy Rights 
AB 21 (Leslie) Privacy: financial institutions. This bill provides that, before a 
financial institution may disclose or share a consumer's nonpublic personal information 
with any affiliate or nonaffiliated third party, as defined, the financial institution must, 
among other things, provide the consumer the opportunity, before the time that the 
information is initially disclosed or shared, to direct in writing that the information not be 
disclosed or shared with an affiliate or a nonaffiliated third party. A financial institution 
must make specified disclosures to a consumer prior to collecting nonpublic personal 
information from the consumer. The bill provides that a financial institution may disclose 
nonpublic personal information if the disclosure is necessary to, among other things, 
effect, administer or enforce a transaction requested or authorized by the consumer in 
connection with any one of several specified activities. Status: Failed, AsmJUD. 
AB 172 (Reyes) Information practices: State Board of Equalization. This bill 
permits the State Board of Equalization (BOE) to verify address information submitted to 
it by a debt collector seeking verification of the address of a BOE licensee or registrant 
for purposes of debt collection. Status: SenPRIV. 
AB 203 (Jackson) Privacy: financial transactions and personal information. This 
bill prohibits a financial institution from disclosing to or through an affiliate or 
nonaffiliated third party, or making an unrelated use of, any personal information without 
the express written consent of the consumer. The bill provides a specified exception to 
these requirements for any person or entity licensed as an insurance agent, life agent, or 
life and disability insurance analyst, as specified, and any person or entity licensed to sell 
securities. The bill requires various disclosures by financial institutions to consumers. 
The bill also provides that an individual may bring an action against a financial 
institution, or affiliate, or nonaffiliated third party that has negligently disclosed or used 
personal information in violation of the measure. Status: Failed; AsmB&F, 
reconsideration. 
AB 655 (Wright) Personal identifying information: identity theft. This bill makes a 
number of changes to assist consumers in preventing identity theft, in limiting the damage 
done by identity theft, and in gaining redress when identity theft occurs. The bill expands 
the protections for consumers with regard to the accuracy of information collected and 
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provided by consumer credit reporting agencies and investigative consumer reporting 
agencies. The bill allows a consumer to request that his or her name be removed from 
lists that a consumer credit agency furnishes for credit card solicitations for at least two 
years. It requires a consumer credit reporting agency to permanently block certain 
information when a consumer provides verified information indicating that another 
person has unlawfully used the consumer's personal identifying information, and provides 
for unblocking of information when such information was improperly blocked. The bill 
requires that a,consumer eredit reporting agency delete .from a consumer credit report 
inquiries for credit reports that were initiated as the result of identity theft. It requires the 
user of a credit report in connection with a credit transaction, who discovers that the 
address on the consumer credit report does not match the address of the consumer 
requesting or being offered credit, to take reasonable steps to verify the accuracy of the 
consumer's address. The bill creates a new cause of action to make it easier for identity 
theft victims to protect themselves against creditors pursuing claims arising out of the 
identity theft. Status: Chapter 354, 2001. 
AB 784 (Hertzberg) Personal information: destruction of customer records. This 
bill requires businesses to dispose of a customer's bank account balance information in a 
manner which protects the privacy of such information. The measure includes bank 
account balance information in the list of personal information that businesses are 
required to dispose of in a manner which makes such information unreadable or 
undecipherable. Status: SenJUD. 
AB 1289 (Florez) Privacy: personal information. This bill enacts the Californian's 
Right to Privacy Act. The bill prohibits specified financial institutions, without a 
consumer's prior written consent, from disclosing or making an unrelated use of the 
personal information collected by the financial institution in connection with any 
transaction with the consumer involving any financial product or any financial service 
obtained by the financial institution. The bill also requires various disclosures by 
financial institutions to consumers. The measure also prohibits, as of January 1, 2003, a 
business, private organization, or state or local agency, from using a person's social 
security number to identify the person as a new employee or new client and, as of January 
1, 2005, would prohibit the use of a person's social security number to identify any 
employee or client. Status: AsmJUD. 
SB 168 (Bowen) Personal information: identity theft; social security numbers. This 
bill permits a consumer to request that a credit reporting agency place a security alert, to 
be in place for at least 90 days, in his or her credit report, within specified timefrarnes, 
and defines a security alert as a notice that informs recipients of a credit report that the 
consumer's identity may have been used without the consumer's consent. The bill also 
permits a consumer to request, in writing by certified mail, that a credit reporting agency 
place a security freeze in his or her credit report and defines a security freeze as a notice 
that prohibits the credit reporting agency from releasing the consumer's credit report or 
any information from it without the express authorization of the consumer. The freeze 
must remain in place until the consumer requests that it be removed and must then be 
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lifted within three business days of receipt of a request from a consumer who must 
provide specified identification. The bill also regulates usage of social security numbers 
by providing that a person or entity, not including a state or local agency, may not do any 
ofthe following after July 1, 2002, with limited specified exceptions: (1) print an 
individual's social security number on any card required for the individual to access 
products or services; (2) publicly post an individual's social security number; (3) require 
an individual to transmit his or her social security number over the Internet unless the 
connection is secure orihe social security number is encrypted;{4) require an individual 
to use his or her social security number to access an Internet Web site, unless a password 
is also required to access the Web site; or, (5) print an individual's social security number 
on any materials that are mailed to the individual, unless required by state or federal law. 
The bill establishes graduated implementation timetables over the next three years for 
health care service plans, health care providers, insurers, pharmacy benefits managers, 
and contractors, as specified. Status: Chapter 720, 2001. 
SB 169 (Bowen) Personal information: restrictions on facial recognition 
technology. When heard by the Committee, this bill sought to restrict the use of facial 
recognition technology by permitting private entities to use facial recognition technology 
in situations where a transaction is initiated by a consumer and the consumer consents to 
use of the technology. In all other cases, businesses may only collect biometric identifier 
information and attempt to identify a person using facial recognition technology when it 
is reasonably necessary to protect public safety, personal property or to protect against a 
violation of law and when the business has posted clear and conspicuous notice that the 
information is being collected. The bill also originally placed restrictions on when 
businesses may sell or share the information for commercial purposes and required that 
the information be encrypted or otherwise secure from unauthorized access. Finally, the 
measure imposed varying civil penalties for violation of its provisions. As amended, this 
bill now sets forth the intent of the Legislature to establish public policy on the public and 
private uses of biometrics technology to ensure personal privacy and civil liberties. 
Status: Failed; AsmJUD, reconsideration. 
SB 683 (Ortiz) Confidentiality of medical information. This bill provides that all 
information collected under the California Cancer Registry and the Birth Defects 
Monitoring Program shall be confidential and conditions the release of such information 
to authorized program staff and other persons Department of Health Services finds to 
have "a valid scientific interest" in the data who have demonstrated that they have 
established procedures for maintaining the confidentiality of the data. The bill also 
provides that no part of the confidential information shall be subject to subpoena or 
discoverable in any civil, criminal, administrative or other proceeding, nor shall the 
information be deemed admissible as evidence in any such proceeding "for any reason." 
The furnishing of confidential information under the bill shall not expose any person, 
agency or entity furnishing the information to liability, nor shall it be considered a waiver 
of privilege or a violation of a confidential relationship. Status: Chapter 444, 2001. 
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SB 773 (Speier) Privacy: financial institutions; confidential consumer information. 
This bill enacts the Financial Information Privacy Act of 2002, requiring a financial 
institution to obtain the consent of a consumer before the financial institution may 
disclose or share the consumer's "confidential consumer information" with any 
nonaffiliated third party (an "opt-in" approach). The bill also requires a financial 
institution, before disclosing confidential consumer information to an affiliate, to give a 
consumer an opportunity to direct that his or her confidential consumer information not 
be disclosed to ~an affiliate (an '1-opt-out" approach); ·Confidential consumer information 
may be released by a financial institution with assets of up to and including $5 billion, 
and with whom the consumer has a relationship to a nonaffiliated financial institution or 
institutions for purposes of jointly offering a financial product or financial service 
pursuant to a written joint marketing agreement with the financial institution that receives 
the confidential consumer information provided that specified requirements are met. The 
bill permits the release of confidential consumer information when necessary to effect, 
administer, or enforce a transaction requested or authorized by the consumer. The bill 
also contains a statutory form for a consumer to use to make his or her direction regarding 
the sharing of his or her confidential consumer information. Status: Failed; AsmFloor, 
reconsideration. 
SB 979 (Machado) Confidentiality of medical information. Existing law generally 
prohibits health care providers from disclosing medical information about a patient 
without first obtaining authorization, with specified exceptions. The exceptions permit 
release of information to certain persons and entities. However, release of information 
relating to the patient's participation in outpatient treatment with a psychotherapist to 
these persons or entities is barred unless the person or entity requesting the information 
follows specified procedures limiting the use of the information. This bill permits the 
release of information relating to the patient's participation in outpatient treatment with a 
psychotherapist to specified persons and entities without requiring that they follow the 
procedures otherwise required. Status: AsmHealth. 
Personal Rights 
AB 1015 (Wright) Employment discrimination and retaliation. Prohibits employers 
from discriminating against applicants for employment and training programs because the 
applicant has filed a claim with or instituted a proceeding before the Labor 
Commissioner, has or will testify in such a proceeding, or because the applicant has 
exercised rights afforded employees by the Labor Code. This bill also prohibits 
discrimination against applicants engaged in lawful conduct occurring during non-
working hours away from the employer's premises. Certain collective bargaining 
agreements and employment contracts are not affected, nor does the bill affect existing 
law regarding employment discrimination related to the consumption of tobacco products. 
Law enforcement agencies, certain religious corporations and certain members of the 
press are exempt from provisions ofthe bill. Status: Chapter 820, 2001. 
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AB 1278 (Wayne) Health care decisions. This bill, sponsored by the California Law 
Revision Commission, makes a number of minor substantive and technical revisions as a 
follow up to AB 891 (Alquist), Chapter 658, 1999, the Health Care Decisions Law. 
Among other things, the bill returns the law concerning capacity to execute a power of 
attorney for health care to the rule in effect under the Power of Attorney Law, reverses the 
presumption that a surrogate designation revokes the appointment of a health care agent 
and eliminates an agent's automatic liability for funeral expenses. Status: Chapter 230, 
2001. 
AB 1424 (Thomson) Mental health: involuntary treatment. This bill expands family 
involvement in the Lanterman-Petris-Short involuntary commitment process by requiring 
that treatment facilities make every reasonable effort to make information provided by a 
patient's family available to the court. It adds patients' medical and psychiatric records to 
the list of historical information that must be considered in involuntary commitment 
proceedings, and requires that an agency or facility providing mental health treatment to 
an individual subject to a 72 hour hold, 14 day certification, further 14 day certification, 
or 30 day certification, must obtain his or her medication history if possible. Finally, it 
prohibits disability insurers, health plans and the Medi-Cal program from conditioning 
services eligibility on a patient's legal status. Status: Chapter 506, 2001. 
SB 413 (Speier) Whistleblowing: state employees. This bill takes steps to improve 
state employee awareness of protected whistleblowing rights, ensures that persons who 
exercise such rights are protected against interference or retaliation, and that persons who 
commit improper governmental activities or retaliate against those who report them are 
appropriately disciplined. Amends statutes protecting state employees who blow the 
whistle on improper governmental activities. Status: Chapter 883, 2001. 
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PROBATE AND RELATED MATTERS 
Civil Commitment, Conservatorship and Guardianship 
AB 479 (Shelley) Guardians, conservators and trustees: charitable corporations. 
This bill eliminates existing restrictions on qualified non-profit charitable corporations 
acting as guardians, conservators or trustees. Under existing law, non-profits acting as 
guardians; conservators m trustees cannot recover fees based on the value of the estate, 
although for-profit entities and individuals serving the same capacity may do so. This bill 
increases the ability of qualified non-profits to serve in these important roles by 
permitting this kind of compensation, and thus increases the availability of help for 
seniors and other dependent adults who need assistance managing their affairs. Status: 
Chapter 351,2001. 
AB 1286 (Rod Pacheco) Conservatorships: bonds. This bill makes several changes to 
help deter financial fraud by guardians and conservators. The bill reorganizes and 
expands the scope of reports filed by financial institutions when a guardian or conservator 
makes certain changes regarding an account of a ward or conservatee, and clarifies the 
authority of financial institutions to make these reports. The bill requires a guardian or 
conservator to file the original account statements (not copies) from financial institutions 
as part of the required accountings that must be submitted to the court. Finally, it 
prohibits the court in a conservatorship proceeding from waiving the filing of a bond 
except for good cause. Status: Chapter 563, 2001. 
AB 1421 (Thomson) Involuntary commitment. Authorizes a new type of involuntary 
commitment for intensive outpatient treatment to adults whose mental illness currently 
prevents them from seeking or accepting help. Authorizes a court to order a person into 
an assisted outpatient treatment program if the court finds that the individual either meets 
existing "5150" involuntary commitment requirements, or the person meets other criteria 
and has been offered but failed to engage in treatment. Requires the Department of 
Mental Health to award grants to counties that can provide specified services for persons 
with the most persistent and severe mental illness, subject to appropriation in the budget. 
Status: SenH&HS. 
AB 1517 (Canciamilla) Public guardian. This bill makes several changes to the 
powers and duties of Public Guardians (PGs). It requires that guardians and conservators 
file with the court original account statements received from institutions as part of the 
accounts they are required to file with the court, and sets forth procedures to keep 
confidential personal information regarding wards or conservatees contained in 
documents filed with the court. It exempts PGs from the requirement of filing financial 
institution account statements with regard to the funds of conservatees or wards when 
such funds are pooled. It extends from 5 to 15 days the period of validity of a 
certification allowing the PG to take temporary control of property of a person and sets 
forth a form for such certification. The bill allows the PG to take control of jointly held 
property of, and to terminate the occupancy of anyone living in the home of, an elder 
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subject to financial abuse. It sets forth a form for the written certification allowing the 
PG to take possession of the property of an elder person subject to financial abuse, 
provides that such a certification is valid for 15 days, and that the PG may petition the 
court for additional certifications. Status: Chapter 232, 2001. 
SB 140 (Bowen) Guardians and conservators. This bill is intended to protect those 
who must have their assets managed by a guardian or conservator by making changes in 
the requirements as'tO the bond to be filed by a guardian or<;onservator, and procedures 
to be followed when a guardian or conservator fails to file a required account with the 
court. The bill provides that when a guardian or conservator has knowledge of facts from 
which the guardian or conservator knows or should know that the bond posted is less than 
the amount required, the guardian or conservator shall apply for an order increasing the 
bond to the amount required. It further provides that certain orders are not effective until 
the required amount of bond is filed. Finally, the bill requires the court to take specified 
actions when a guardian or conservator fails to file a required account with the court. 
Status: Chapter 359, 2001. 
Elder Abuse 
AB 255 (Zettel) Elder Abuse. This bill adds humane society and animal control 
officers, environmental health and code enforcement workers, firefighters and clergy 
members to the list of mandated reporters of elder and dependent adult abuse under the 
Elder Abuse and Dependent Adult Civil Protection Act. It requires Adult Protective 
Services agencies to provide specified agencies with materials on elder and dependent 
adult abuse and on reporting obligations. It authorizes Adult Protective Services and law 
enforcement agencies to share with district attorneys' offices otherwise confidential 
information relevant to incidences of elder or dependent adult abuse, and makes other 
technical and conforming changes in the Elder Abuse and Dependent Adult Civil 
Protection Act. Status: SenFloor. 
Probate 
AB 232 (John Campbell) Compensation of personal representatives. This bill 
increases the compensation of personal representatives and attorneys of personal 
representatives of estates under $200,000, the first such increase in over twenty years. 
The bill is intended to ensure that qualified persons are willing to act as executors and 
administrators of small estates, and that attorneys are willing to represent these personal 
representatives. In addition, the bill corrects a statutory oversight by including in the list 
of appealable orders made by a probate court a final order prorating estate taxes or 
generation-skipping transfer taxes. Status: Chapter 699, 2001. 
AB 322 (Bill Campbell) Cemeteries: disposition of family plots. Under existing law, 
when the owner of a cemetery plot dies without making a disposition of the plot, the plot 
becomes inalienable and becomes the "family plot" of the owner, to be used solely for the 
remains of family members. This bill makes a cemetery plot a family plot when the 
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remains of the owner or a relative of the owner is interred in the plot. The bill deletes the 
provision of law making a family plot inalienable, instead providing that unoccupied 
portions of a family plot pass by disposition of the owner in a will or declaration filed 
with the cemetery authority, or by intestate succession if no such disposition is made. 
Status: Chapter 516, 2001. 
AB 873 (Harman) Non-probate transfers: dissolution of marriage. This bill 
implements two recommendations ofthe California Law Revision Commission with 
regard to nonprobate transfers of assets upon death. Under existing law, the dissolution 
or annulment of a marriage automatically revokes a disposition to a former spouse in a 
will. This bill similarly provides that a nonprobate transfer created before or during the 
marriage shall fail upon the divorce or annulment of the partner. The bill creates an 
exception where the transferor clearly intended to preserve the nonprobate transfer, or if 
the court has ordered that the instrument be maintained. The bill also clarifies the effects 
of an automatic restraining order issued in a proceeding for dissolution or annulment on 
estate planning changes. Status: Chapter 417, 2001. 
SB 668 (Poochigian) Estates and trusts: allocation of debts. This bill revises the 
procedures for allocation of debts between the surviving spouse and a decedent's estate or 
the surviving spouse and the trust of a deceased settlor, harmonizing the procedure and 
standards for allocation of debts in these cases with those used for allocation of debts in 
proceedings for the dissolution of marriage. Status: Chapter 72, 2001. 
SB 669 (Poochigian) Probate: property claims. This bill consolidates separate 
probate code provisions regarding property claims against estates of decedents, minors 
and conservatees, and trusts, creating a single procedure for the trial of all property 
questions within the probate court's jurisdiction. Status: Chapter 49, 2001. 
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Personal Property 
AB 72 (Bates) Escheated funds. Seeks to address the shortage of housing opportunities 
for elderly individuals by requiring that unclaimed money from a deceased person's estate 
that has permanently escheated to the state be targeted for the construction, rehabilitation, 
or acquisition of multi-familY"rental housing developments for~elderly persons or 
households, including on-site support facilities. Status: AsmAPPR. 
AB 1506 (Negrete McLeod) Recovery of unclaimed property. This bill would create 
a new licensure requirement for those engaged in the business of unclaimed property 
recovery. Under this bill, licensed private investigators, attorneys, public accountants or 
certified public accountants, and "[a]ny person owing a fiduciary duty to the property 
owner who is licensed by the state to perform that fiduciary duty and whose license would 
be subject to sanction for violation of this chapter," as well as any person working in 
association with such persons, are the only professions permitted to enter into agreements 
with owners regarding the recovery of unclaimed property that has escheated to the state. 
This bill would also require specified disclosures to be contained in agreements, 
contracts, and solicitation letters for the recovery of property subject to escheat. This bill 
would also delete the exemption from the licensing requirement in existing law for 
private investigators engaged solely in the business of securing information about persons 
or property from public records. Status: SenJUD. 
SB 673 (Speier) Unclaimed property. This bill provides for notices to be sent by mail 
from the Controller to apparent owners of unclaimed property, and for the Controller to 
take further steps, including searches of other governmental records and outreach to the 
general public, in a further effort to alert owners that the state holds their unclaimed 
property. Status: AsmAPPR. 
Real Property 
AB 237 (Papan) Eminent domain: proceedings. This bill requires the final offer of 
the plaintiff and final demand of the defendant in eminent domain proceedings relating to 
compensation to include all elements of required compensation, including compensation 
for the loss of goodwill, and to indicate whether or not interest and costs are included. 
The measure also provides that the parties to such proceedings may, by agreement, refer 
the dispute to resolution by mediation or binding or non-binding arbitration, and changes 
the date of exchange of valuation data in eminent domain proceedings to 90 days before 
trial from 60 days. Status: Chapter 428, 2001. 
AB 247 (Maddox) Eminent domain: houses of worship. This bill provides that the 
Eminent Domain Law may not be exercised to acquire buildings, land on which they are 
situated, or equipment, used exclusively for religious worship, if they are exempt from 
property taxes under the California Constitution. Status: AsmJUD. 
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AB 267 (Steinberg) Construction defect litigation. Substantially revises the Calderon 
pre-litigation process in construction defect suits by requiring that all relevant parties are 
involved in early efforts to resolve the dispute prior to litigation through a guided and 
structured dispute resolution system with strong incentives for good faith negotiation. To 
accommodate Senate amendments, the language ofthis bill was added to AB 1700, and 
enacted as Chapter 824, 2001. Status: AsmConcurrence. 
AB 369 (Dutra) Affordable housing development projects: attorney's fees. This bill 
authorizes a court, when it finds that a local agency disapproved or conditioned a project 
rendering it infeasible for the development of housing for very low-, low-, or moderate-
income households without making findings supporting its decision as required, to award 
attorney's fees and costs of suit, except under extraordinary circumstances where the court 
finds that awarding fees would not further the purposes of the statute. Status: Chapter 
237, 2001. 
AB 478 (Canciamilla) Recordable instruments: Contra Costa county. This bill 
grants authority to the Contra Costa county recorder to accept a digitized image or 
electronic record of a recordable instrument if specified conditions are met. The bill 
allows the district attorney to review and approve the system for acceptance of digitized 
images or electronic records of recordable instruments and permits the district attorney or 
county recorder to decertify or suspend the system upon a finding of system defects. 
Status: AsmLGOV. 
AB 600 (Dutra) Home construction warranties. Provides 10-year home construction 
warranties, to be offered at the option of the builder, for all new residential properties, 
and a process under the warranty for resolution of construction defects. By purchasing a 
home with a home warranty, the homeowner is deemed to have waived any tort remedies, 
including negligence, strict liability, implied warranties, or any other common law 
remedy other than for breach of warranty contract. If the warranty so provides, the 
homeowner would also be deemed to have waived any noncontractual claims against any 
design, professional, or trade contractors. This bill also eliminates the current prohibition 
against requiring construction defect claims to be resolved through binding arbitration. 
Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 739 (Frommer) Construction defect litigation. This spot bill extends from 90 to 
180 days the time frame for completion of the pre-filing litigation process for 
construction defect claims in common interest developments with 20 or more units. 
Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 1090 (Hertzberg) Real property: reconveyances. This bill abrogates a recent 
California Court of Appeal decision interpreting the Civil Code to require the immediate 
reconveyance of a real estate trust deed upon the satisfaction of the mortgage loan upon 
which the deed was based. The bill declares that the intent of existing law is to give the 
lender 30 days, and the trustee 21 days, to perform their reconveyance duties, so 
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reconveyance occurs within 60 days of the satisfaction of the loan. The measure changes 
the law prospectively to specify the lender grace period as 30 days for reconveyances 
occurring after the effective date of the bill. In addition, the bill reduces the maximum 
total fees the borrower may be charged for the reconveyance as specified. Status: 
Chapter 560, 2001. 
AB 1463 (Longville) Eminent domain proceedings: litigation expenses. This bill 
limits the liability-of plaintiffs in eminent clomainiictions for the litigation expenses of 
specified defendants. It provides that in an eminent domain proceeding where the 
plaintiff has filed a notice of abandonment or request for dismissal against a particular 
defendant, and the defendant is determined by the court not to own or have any interest in 
the property in question, that the court shall award to the defendant only those litigation 
expenses incurred up to the time of filing the notice of abandonment or request for 
dismissal. Status: Chapter 192, 2001. 
AB 1486 (Dutra) Immunity from liability for third-party inspectors. This bill 
provides a broad immunity from liability for certain engineers, land surveyors, and 
architects, who contract with developers to inspect and check plans relating to residential 
building construction. Status: AsmJUD. 
AB 1648 (Salinas) Mobilehomes and manufactured housing. This bill creates 
additional mechanisms available to the Department of Housing and Community 
Development and authorizes local jurisdictions to enforce compliance with the 
Mobilehome Parks Act, as well as existing mobilehome alteration permit laws. Status: 
AsmAPPR. 
ABX1 47 (Wiggins) Public utilities. As heard by the Committee, this bill reinstated the 
conclusive presumption rules for condemnation of privately-owned electric or gas utility 
property, conforming the standard to that for the condemnation of other property through 
eminent domain proceedings. The bill was later amended to delete these provisions, and 
to add provisions to modify the requirements for incorporation of a municipal utility 
district. Status: Dead; AsmEC&A. 
ABX1 129 (Hollingsworth) Eminent domain: public utilities. This bill requires state 
or local entities and public utilities to first use available public lands before acquiring 
private property for the construction of public utility infrastructure. Status: Dead; 
AsmJUD. 
ABX2 13 (Hollingsworth) Eminent domain: public utilities. This bill requires state 
or local entities and public utilities to first use available public lands before acquiring 
private property for the construction of public utility infrastructure. Status: AsmJUD. 
ABX2 35 (Vargas) Eminent domain. This bill requires the California Consumer Power 
and Conservation Financing Authority to acquire under eminent domain proceedings, for 
a period of at least 18 months but not to exceed 24 months, possession and use of all 
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specified property that the authority determines is necessary for the generation of 
electrical power. The bill also requires the authority, upon condemning property under 
these provisions, to also condemn any contracts for the sale of electrical power that is 
generated with or on the property condemned, to which the property owner is a party. 
The bill requires the authority to condemn all labor contracts necessary to provide for 
services the state cannot adequately and competently perform in operating and 
maintaining the property for the duration of the acquisition. The bill, which sunsets on 
January 1, 2005, also·pmvides that the valuation efall property acquired, for the purposes 
of determining just compensation to be paid, shall be equivalent to the reasonable rental 
value of the property, for the period oftime the property is acquired, as determined by the 
Public Utilities Commission. Status: AsmEC&A. 
SB 32 (Escutia) Contaminated property: cleanup. This bill establishes the California 
Land Environmental Restoration and Reuse Act (Act), authorizing a local agency to 
compel investigation and cleanup of specified sites if the city or county adopts a specified 
ordinance to implement the Act. The bill applies only to idle properties that are smaller 
than five acres and does not apply to specified sites, including state or federal superfund 
sites. The bill also authorizes the local agency to require a property owner to, among 
other things, furnish the local agency with specified information regarding whether a 
hazardous materials release may be present on the property and conduct a specified 
environmental assessment of the property if the local agency determines that the property 
may be affected by a hazardous materials release or the threat of a release. The bill also 
proscribes the procedures for conducting a site investigation and remedial action by the 
owner pursuant to a remediation plan approved by the oversight agency. It also 
authorizes the local agency to initiate site investigation and remedial action if the local 
government passes a resolution that the remedial action is necessary and that the owner is 
not going to take any action of his/her own accord. In that case, the owner of the property 
is strictly liable for the costs incurred by the local agency pursuant to this process. The 
bill also provides certain immunities for a local agency that undertakes and completes a 
property investigation and remedial action pursuant to the Act and receives a written 
determination of completion issued by the oversight agency with regard to the release 
identified and addressed in accordance with the approved remediation plan. Status: 
Chapter 764, 2001. 
SB 160 (Torlakson) Construction defect litigation. This bill would revise the timeline 
for the Calderon pre-litigation process in construction defect suits by limiting any 
stipulated extension of the initial 90-day pre-litigation period to an additional 90 days. 
Status: AsmJUD. 
SB 189 (Bowen) Real estate disclosures: controlled substance release. This bill 
requires a seller or lessor of residential property who knows that any release of an illegal 
controlled substance has come to be located on or beneath the real property to notify in 
writing any prospective purchaser or tenant. The bill also requires a seller of residential 
real property who knows of any release of an illegal controlled substance on the property 
to check "yes" in the box on the Real Estate Transfer Disclosure Statement indicating that 
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he or she is aware of substances, materials or products on the property which may be an 
environmental hazard and to then give the prospective purchaser or tenant a copy of any 
notice received from, among others, law enforcement, the Department of Toxic 
Substances Control or the county health department, advising the owner of the release on 
the property. The bill, which also imposes civil damages (and, in appropriate cases, civil 
penalties) for nondisclosure, sunsets on January 1, 2004. Status: Chapter 466, 2001. 
SB 732 (Ortiz) Disclosure: ·toxic mold . .:rhis bill-enacts the Toxic Mold P-rotection 
Act, requiring sellers of commercial or industrial real property and residential and 
commercial landlords who know or, in the case of residential landlords, have reasonable 
cause to believe, that mold affects the unit or building and either exceeds permissible 
exposure limits or poses a health threat according to Department of Health Services' 
(DHS) guidelines to disclose this fact to prospective buyers and current and prospective 
tenants. The bill requires DHS to consider the feasibility of adopting permissible 
exposure limits to mold in indoor environments and to adopt such standards if feasible 
and requires DHS to adopt practical guidelines to assess the health threat posed by the 
presence of mold in an indoor environment and determine whether the presence of mold 
constitutes mold infestation. Commercial tenants who know that mold is present in 
specified locations in the building must inform the landlord of this knowledge and the 
commercial landlord must conduct any necessary remedial action. The bill also adds 
mold to the list of substances, materials or products which may be an environmental 
hazard and which must be disclosed to a prospective purchaser of residential property as 
part of the standard "Real Estate Transfer Disclosure Statement." Status: Chapter 584, 
2001. 
SB 958 (Ackerman) Mortgages: deeds of trust. This bill increases the fees trustees 
may charge when handling nonjudicial foreclosures of deeds of trust and provides that if 
postponement of a foreclosure sale is based on a stay imposed by Title 11 of the United 
States Code, the sale shall be conducted no sooner than the expiration of the stay imposed 
by that title, and the seven-day waiting period provided under existing state law shall not 
apply. The bill also extends the July 1, 2001 mandate in which a report, dealing with 
certain relationships between attorneys and insurers, is due to the Legislature and the 
Supreme Court as required by AB 2069 (Corbett), Chapter 472, Statutes of2000. The 
bill also requires a mortgagee, trustee or other person authorized to record a notice of 
default to provide a copy of the notice of sale to the Internal Revenue Service, in 
accordance with federal law, if a "Notice of Federal Tax Lien under Internal Revenue 
laws" has been recorded against the real property to which the notice of sale applies. 
Status: Chapter 438, 2001. 
SB 1122 (Poochigian) Disclosure of real estate assessments. This bill requires owners 
of real property in any local assessment district to notify prospective purchasers of any 
such continuing assessment upon the property. In addition, this bill requires the local 
government body levying the assessment to designate a department to prepare a roll of 
assessment obligations, to respond to inquiries, and to provide a notice of assessment on 
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any affected property upon the request of any individual for a reasonable fee not to 
exceed ten dollars. Status: Chapter 673, 2001. 
Rental Property 
AB 178 (Cox) Landlord-tenant: disclosure of dangerous mold. This bill requires 
landlords who knew or should have known that mold is or has been present in the 
building, the heating, ventilating, or air conditioning system, or the surrounding 
environments to provide a specified notice to current and prospective tenants if the mold 
exceeds specified levels. The bill also adds mold contamination of the indoor air to the 
list of dangerous conditions that constitute a substandard building. Status: AsmH&CD. 
AB 472 (Cedillo) Substandard rental housing: relocation benefits to displaced 
tenants; receiverships. This bill requires property owners to pay relocation benefits to 
tenants ordered by a local agency to vacate a unit due to an immediate threat to their 
health and safety. The measure also requires receivers who manage substandard 
properties to notify the court about the need for repairs, and clarifies that the appointment 
of a receiver to carry out repair or abatement orders on rental property is an interim 
remedy that may be implemented prior to a final civil or criminal judgment against the 
property owner. A notice to abate may be issued by a local enforcement agency if a 
building is in violation of local ordinances relating to building standards. Status: Chapter 
414, 2001. 
AB 533 (Cedillo) Landlord-tenant: payments. This bill provides that it shall be 
unlawful to demand any payment of money, including, but not limited to, "key money" or 
the lessor's attorney's fees reasonably incurred in preparing the lease or rental agreement, 
as a condition of initiating, continuing, or renewing a commercial lease agreement unless 
the amount of the payment is stated in the written lease agreement. The measure, which 
applies only to commercial leases and nonresidential tenancies of real property, also 
provides that any person who demands a payment in violation of the above shall be 
subject to a civil penalty of three times the amount of actual damages proximately 
suffered by the person seeking to obtain the lease. Status: Chapter 368, 2001. 
AB 815 (Havice) Controlled substances. This bill re-authorizes for another 3 years a 
pilot project which is scheduled to lapse this year to allow several Los Angeles courts to 
continue to experiment with "partial eviction" orders to protect innocent tenants from 
being evicted due to the illegal drug activities of fellow tenants. According to the initial 
evaluation of the pilot prepared by the Judicial Council, sufficient data is not yet available 
to determine the program's merits. Status: Chapter 431, 2001. 
AB 1112 (Goldberg) Substandard property: owner registry: Los Angeles County. 
This bill establishes a three-year pilot program to create an owners registry for specified 
substandard properties in Los Angeles County. Private apartment owners in Los Angeles 
County must register specified information with the county board of supervisors if a code 
enforcement agency has recorded against the property a notice of substandard conditions 
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or other document declaring the property to be untenantable. The bill requires that an 
apartment owner of substandard property who resides out of state designate with the 
Department of Housing and Community Development a person who resides in the state 
and manages the property, and the designee must submit a notarized statement accepting 
the designation. All registration records are available only to local code enforcement 
officials, except that the owner's name and address may be provided to the tenants of the 
property. The bill provides that a tenant may raise the owner's failure to register as an 
affirmative defense in an-eviction,·exceptin cases brought by the district attorney to 
remove a tenant involved in the selling of illegal drugs. Status: Chapter 487,2001. 
SB 985 (Kuehl) Landlord-tenant: expanded notice requirement; Costa-Hawkins 
Housing Act. This bill requires an owner of property in the cities of Los Angeles, Santa 
Monica, or West Hollywood to serve a 60-day notice to terminate a month-to-month or 
other periodic hiring of residential real property. The additional notice applies only to a 
tenant who has been living in a dwelling for at least one year and does not apply if 
specified conditions are met, including, among other things, that the dwelling is alienable 
separate from the title to any other dwelling unit, the dwelling was sold to a bona fide 
purchaser for value and the purchaser in good faith intends to reside in the property for at 
least one full year after the termination of the tenancy. The additional notice provided by 
the bill does not apply in a city in which an entity that regulates residential rents 
determines that the rental vacancy rate in the city exceeds 10%, and the additional notice 
provisions established by the bill sunset on January 1, 2005. The bill also revises the 
Costa-Hawkins Housing Act exemption for condominiums to apply the exemption only 
to condominium units that have been sold separately by the subdivider to a bona fide 
purchaser for value and provides that the initial rent for such a unit would be the lawful 
rent in effect on May 7, 2001. The bill requires any rental agreement and 3-day notice to 
pay-or-quit to disclose the name, telephone number, and address of the person to whom 
the rent shall be paid. Status: Chapter 729, 2001. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
AB 40 (Vargas) Amusement machines: access restrictions. This bill restricts minors' 
unsupervised access to graphically violent and sexually explicit games in amusement 
arcades by requiring video arcades to post a sign within three feet of each entrance 
notifYing patrons that a rating has been assigned to each amusement machine in the 
facility as follows: (1) GREEN: Suitable for all ages; (2) YELLOW: Contains mild life-
like violence or mild 'Sexual·content; -and (3) RED:-Contains·graphic violence or sexually 
explicit content. The measure also requires that these ratings be displayed on every 
amusement machine and requires all amusement machines with a "red" rating to be 
located in a separate area ofthe facility, at least 10 feet away from any "green-" or 
"yellow-rated" machines. A partition is required to completely obstruct the playing 
surface or display screen of the "red" machines from the view of anyone outside the area. 
Under the bill, an owner, operator, manager, or employee of a video arcade facility who 
knowingly allows a minor (under the age of 18) unaccompanied by an adult to enter the 
restricted area, as described above, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and an owner or operator 
of a video arcade facility who fails to comply with the bill's display requirements is guilty 
of a misdemeanor. Status: AsmAPPR. 
AB 260 (Frommer) Anti-trust law: Attorney General authority. This bill makes 
several procedural clarifications to the Attorney General's (AG's) authority under the 
state's anti-trust law. It clarifies that the AG may use interrogatories in addition to 
subpoenas for testimony and documents when conducting investigations of possible 
violations of state or federal anti-trust law. The bill also clarifies that the AG and county 
district attorneys may employ cy pres remedies in discharging their parens patriae 
authority on behalf of consumers affected by anti-trust violations. Status: Chapter 74, 
2001. 
AB 679 (Strom-Martin) Sonoma County Flood Control and Water Conservation 
District. This bill requires the Sonoma County Flood Control and Water Conservation 
District, when adopting an urban water management plan, to consult with and provide 
notice to specified organizations, including environmental and community organizations, 
regarding the plan, and to provide specified information. The bill also requires the 
district to post a copy of its plan and any amendment or proposed amendment to the plan 
on the district's website. Status: AsmWP&W. 
AB 1387 (Cogdill) Public utilities: natural gas. This bill creates a new requirement 
for a gas corporation to approve or deny a request by a gas producer to connect a 
developed gas well to a utility pipeline within 21 days of the request, and creates 
procedures for the Public Utilities Commission to process any complaint arising out of 
the failure of a gas corporation to comply with the new requirement. Status: AsmU&C. 
AB 1482 (Richman) Solid waste diversion. This bill prohibits any solid waste landfill 
from accepting or disposing of applicable waste, as defined, unless the solid waste is 
processed to separate recyclables, compostable organics, reusable items and other 
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materials qualifying as diversion. The bill subjects a landfill that accepts such waste to a 
civil penalty of $10 for each ton of the waste, and authorizes the Attorney General to 
bring an action to enforce the act or any person to bring an action in the public interest to 
enforce the act. Status: AsmNatRes. 
AJR 8 (Briggs) Choinumni Tribe: federal recognition. This resolution memorializes 
the President and Congress of the United States and the Assistant Secretary of Indian 
Affairs in the United States Department ofthe Interior to grant-the Choinumni Tribe full 
federal recognition and all the rights and privileges that arise therefrom. Status: SenGO. 
SB 99 (Morrow) Attorney General Opinions. This bill expands the list of public 
officials who may request written opinions from the Attorney General to include 
members of the Legislature, the Lieutenant Governor, the Insurance Commissioner, 
county counsels, and sheriffs. The bill is intended to eliminate confusion by expanding 
the statutory list in accordance with current Attorney General practice as to those who 
may request an opinion. Status: Chapter 76,2001. 
SB 338 (Vincent) Notice: use of animals for biological supply. Existing law requires 
that animal shelters provide notice if they tum over animals to research facilities. This 
bill further requires that a shelter that provides animals or biological materials such as 
blood to research facilities, educational institutions, or veterinarians to post a sign 
including notice of that fact and include the notice on owner surrender forms. Status: 
Chapter 139, 2001. 
SB 465 (McPherson) Transportation. This measure makes various non-controversial 
changes to the law authorizing the Santa Cruz county regional transportation commission 
to strengthen the commission's powers to address Santa Cruz County's transportation 
problems. Among these changes is a grant of the power of eminent domain. This 
measure is modeled after similar authority already granted by the Legislature to the 
County of Monterey. Status: Chapter 472, 2001. 
SB 662 (Senate Judiciary) Maintenance of the codes. This bill makes technical 
changes and restates existing provisions of law to effectuate the recommendations made 
by the Legislative Counsel to the Legislature for consideration during 2001. Specifically, 
this bill corrects grammatical and other errors without substantive change to the law. 
Status: Chapter 159, 2001. 
SCR 13 (Morrow) California Law Revision Commission study topics. This 
resolution authorizes the California Law Revision Commission to continue its study of 
selected topics, deleting one topic on environmental quality and natural resources, and 
adding one topic regarding the Subdivision Map and the Mitigation Fee Acts. Status: 
Resolution Chapter 78, 2001. 
SJR 1 (Murray) Slavery. This resolution urges Congress to enact legislation which 
acknowledges the injustices of slavery, makes an apology to African-Americans for this 
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blight in American history, urges the establishment of a national museum and memorial 
regarding slavery, and recommends the establishment of the Commission to Study 
Reparation Proposals for African-Americans. Status: Resolution Chapter 86, 2001. 
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